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Crafting a Cricket Batsman Robot 
 

Abstract 
 
The creation of a cricket batsman robot is part of a larger research project within collaborative 
robotic behaviour. The ultimate goals are complete robot cricket teams working and playing 
together in a simplified form of cricket. The demands of such robotic units are not only the 
limitation in resource availability but also the need of being simple, robust and easy to 
duplicate. It is a journey into the world of microcontrollers, where mechanics, electronics and 
software come together forming a miniature robotic cricket player. Presented with a basic 
circuit for microcontroller programming, a plastic gearbox from Taima and a few hundred 
dollar budget the voyage starts. Mechanical construction is done in the art of scrap heap 
construction, using only what is available in the local workshop. Electronic components, beside 
considered standard, include the PIC18F452-microcontroller, GP2D02 range sensors and 
ZD1901 photo interrupters. They together cost less than 50 Australian dollars. Software is 
produced using MPLAB and Microchips own student c-compiler.  Considering development 
cost is zero, the robot design landed greatly below budget. Two robots where produced. One to 
be kept at the department of electrical engineering at Monash University Clayton Australia and 
the other to be shown at my home university in Luleå. 
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Preface 
 

Never before has a project I have undertaken been as far-reaching as the crafting of the cricket 
batsman robot. It ties together most of the knowledge obtained during the years of academic 
studies and without exaggeration it is the best project I have ever done. The combination of 
practical work, running  around in the work shop assembling a workable construct, with the 
theoretical calculations, finding out whether it might work or not, all come together in the true 
spirit of engineering. It has been a lifting experience and I wish everyone can conclude their 
academic adventures with a project this merriment. The prolonging, when a full cricket team 
has been build, I will sure lean back with a cup of black espresso and hopefully watch the 
winning team, obliterate the opponents. What I have done is merely prototyping and surely my 
work will only be but a guideline when the real robotic cricket teams come together on the 
cricket ground. Who knows, maybe one day the world can see a team of full scale cricket robots 
battle on cricket grounds all over the world. That however, will be a dream of tomorrow.   
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
“Robot Cricket as an Environment for Research in Collaborative Behaviour” is the headline of a 
paper by Matthew A. Joordens and Andrew R. Price by which my final thesis roots. The paper 
is attached as an addendum and should be consider only as a synopsis. Many things have 
changed since the paper was presented.  
 
Using cricket robots as a learning platform in embedded design courses is the extension of this 
thesis. It concerns prototyping, cutting the way for scholars to follow on a journey into the 
world of microcontrollers. The choice of a sports event as an educational platform is not 
uncommon as it creates a competition environment for the involved. Creating the most 
complicated cricket player, the batsman, and show it can be done without any complex 
solutions, is the vital goal of this project. The degree of difficulty should be manageable for 
third year students.   

1.1.1 Rules of robot cricket 
Cricket itself is a very compound sport and will take lots of space just introducing it to the 
unfamiliar person. Robot cricket is a simplified version, a subset, of the real cricket game and 
concerns only two dimensional aspects. The cricket ball is not tossed but rolled towards the 
cricket batsman, which greatly decreases game complexity. When the turn starts the bowler 
robot rolls the ball towards the batsman. The ball is then struck to the field in a certain angle 
ending up somewhere for the fielder robots to collect. The ball returns to the bowler robot and 
the turn ends. During collection the robot batsman may make runs back and forth between two 
points to score. If the batsman, while running, has not completed a full lap when the turn ends 
he will be dismissed. If the ball hits the wicket or the batsman’s “leg” he will be dismissed. 
Scoring points can only be done by the team that does the batting. A comprehensive robot 
cricket rules guide is outlaid in the synopsis paper back in the addendum.  

1.2 Objectives 
• Construct a robot batsman 
• Detect, Aim, charge and strike a bowled ball towards the field 
• Move around the court according to overall Global imaging device 
• Communicate with other members and to the game computer 
• Affordable solution 
• Design must be easy to understand 
• Design must be reliable 

1.3 Framework 
As of the need of an affordable and simple solution, the following parts are used. Those marked 
with an arrow were predetermined before project start.  The rest, listed by bullets, are the 
components determined during the development of the cricket batsman robot. 
 

> Microcontroller chip PIC18F452 
> Twin-Motor Gearbox (Taima item 70097)  

with two motors (P9000) controlled using L293 
> voltage regulation by circuit L7805 
> ST232CN for serial PIC-PC Serial interface  
> MC34064 reset circuit 
• (ZD1901 Photo interrupter data) 
• GP2D02 x 2 ranging sensors for ball detection 
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• Servo to control the batting module 
• 9V battery for PIC  
• 1.2 V x 5 batteries for servo, motor and certain sensors  
• Set of peripheral components  
• Mechanical parts 

1.4 Parts briefly described 
For full description consult each components datasheet.  

1.4.1 Microcontroller chip PIC18F452 
A microcontroller is exactly as the name states a very compact module for control. It has a 
numerous in and outputs referred as I/O and can somewhat simplified be the ‘brain’ of a 
system. Speed 10MHz. 4 independent timers, two capture/compare/pulse-width modulation 
modules support timing measurements and output interval control, amongst other features.  

1.4.2 Twin-motor gearbox with L293 motor controller 
The gear ratio can be set in two different modes, 58:1 or 203:1. In this case the first is preferred. 
The motors are of type P9000, a very affordable and simple DC-motor. The L293 is used as 
motor control. One L293 may command two motors independently using two direction signal 
inputs and one enable input which when connected to a PWM signal sets the motor speed. 
Motors operate from 3-12 V.  

1.4.3 GP2D02 sensors 
GP2D02 is a ranging sensor detecting distance in the range 10-80 cm. The output is an 8 bit 
number growing in value as the item gets closer. Using two at each side of the cricket bat the 
ball trajectory may be determined. The sensors give a value every 50-70ms.  

1.4.4 Servo 
This is a typical standard servo. It pulls 1.5 kg at 1cm from centre point. Pulse width 
modulation between 0.55-2.1 milliseconds controls the servo position. The servo has two 
functions. It charges a spring with potential energy and it triggers a release mechanism for the 
same spring. The spring is the energy well for the cricket bat. 

1.4.5 Two independent power sources 
The reason for two power sources is simply to get rid of effects from voltage drops during 
current peaks. The PIC needs a stable power source and via the L7805 the 9V battery does the 
supply. Five 1.2 V batteries powers servo and motors. 

1.4.6 ST232CN and MC34064 
The ST232 is a voltage level converter so that the PIC, driven by 5V, may communicate with the 
PC-serial interface. MC34064 is a reset circuit helping the PIC to detect brownout levels. 

1.4.7 ZD1901 photo interrupter data  
Each wheel has a notched disc attached with 16 equally distributed holes referred as markers. A 
ZD1901 connects to each notched disc and reacts upon marker shift. 
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1.5 Cricket robot assembly overview 
Before getting into details this overview is presented to get an idea of what the robot looks like. 
The description is referring to Figure 1. The robot is about 30 cm across, 16 cm wide and 16 cm 
of height. It weights ~ 1 kg. Three discs of Perspex (Plastic) mounted with screws and nuts 
attached to each other and to the gearbox may be considered as the body. To the right the 
cricket-bat, range-sensors and proximity-sensor are positioned. The other side has a box with a 
counterweight to stabilize the construct. A servo is mounted beneath the top disc controlling the 
cricket-arm mechanism. The top is the holder for the circuit board with all the electronics. Not 
shown in these pictures is the top covering which is a white bowl-shaped container. Neither 
cables nor the circuit board are shown in this section. 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Front view of cricket batsman robot. 

Figure 2, side view, is the same as the cricket batting position. It may seem strange that the 
batsman robot bats on the side but the reason is the movement restrictions from the gearbox. 
The batsman robot must move sideways and angle itself toward the ball and is done so easily if 
the bat is positioned parallel and aligned to the wheel rotation axis. The range sensors are 
mounted at an angle to optimize ball sensing.  

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Left: Side view, -cricket batting position. Right: 3D ground view. 
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1.6 Function overview 
Knowing the rules, explained in section 1.1.1 Rules of robot cricket, will help in understanding 
the cricket batsman function. In the start of the game the robot gets ready by aligning itself on 
the court. The referee sends game start and the robot moves into primary batting position, i.e., 
in which angle it will bat the ball if it is bowled straight towards it. Normally that angle is zero. 
The servo charges the cricket-bat and makes it ready to strike. The two ranging sensors will 
initially not see anything as the ball is rolling between them. If the ball is kept moving in the 
middle the proximity sensor will eventually fire and the ball is returned to the field according to 
the primary batting position; normally straight back. If the ball hits either right or left range 
sensor, the robot calculates the ball trajectory using sensor information and the origin 
coordinate which is always on the centre line.  The result is passed through some very simple 
fuzzy logic functions that eventually position the robot according to current game strategy.  

 
Figure 3: Batting situation where the ball triggers the right sensor. 

Table 1: Modules explained in short. 
Module PIC functions involved 
Motors control 2 PWM, 4 out ports. Wheel Sensors functions as a feedback loop 
Wheel Sensors 1 out-port turning both of them on, 2 in-ports for readout 
Range Sensors 2 out-ports regulated by software PWM, 2 in-ports 
Proximity Sensor 1 out-port turning it on, 1 in-port on A/D to read voltage level 
Servo (batting arm) 1 out-port, software PWM for position control 

1.7 Means of development  

Table 2: Areas of science involved. 

Area Level Project focus 
Mechanics intermediate Very high, the robot was build from scratch 
Electronics intermediate High 
Real time systems basic Medium 
Control system basic Medium 
Statistics basic Low 
AI, fuzzy logic basic Low 

Table 3: Development tools. 

Tool Manufacturer Used in 
MPLAB IDE v7.01 Microchip Work space PIC programming 
MPLAB C18 Student-Edition  Microchip C-compiler 
TinyBootLoader v1.70 Claudiu Chiculita Programming the PIC via USART 
Terminal v1.9b Bray PIC USART communication 
Orcad PSpice Cadence Drawing electronic circuitry  
Iron Cad Iron Cad Building 3D mechanical model 
Workshop - Crafting the robot 
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2 Mechanics  
A big part of this project was the actual crafting of the robot cricket batsman. It was not 
developed on a drawing board and then constructed. It was more the art of using what was 
available and usable in the mechanical workshop.  

2.1 Mass distribution 
The “legs” are positioned in the mass centre to allow two-wheel movement. All the heavy mass 
elements, such as battery-packs, are located close to the mass focus to avoid surplus moment of 
inertia during direction change.  The cricket arm and its counter weight will however cause the 
biggest effect on this entire design. Their local mass centres are located far from the overall mass 
centre and their mass contribution is over half of the total mass. Without a counter weight the 
robot will have lots of problem moving correctly. To understand why the cricket arm and 
counter weight operates the way it does please consult chapter 6.1 Theory behind the cricket 
arm.  

2.2 Mechanical structure 
The whole bearing construction is the gearbox. The robot is build around it. The gearbox 
together with three plastic discs makes up the body of the cricket robot batsman. Two halved 
table-tennis balls on each side of the quadrant not occupied by a wheel from the gearbox acts as 
stabilizers.  The thicker plastic disc is attached to the gearbox through its main connection 
points close to the wheel axis. The other two discs are coupled on top of each other by long 
screws and bolts.   

2.2.1 Bottom disc 
The gearbox fastens to the bottom disc through four bended parts of aluminium. Due to wheel 
sensors one pair of these bended parts has to attach farther back on the construction. The 
bottom discs carry the rest of the robot via the four long screws viewed in Figure 4. On the 
bottom two halved table-tennis balls connects the disc to the ground without interfering with 
the wheels. The spheres are not of the same diameter. Weight will in static form then distribute 
along the wheels and only one of the stabilizing half spheres. Each wheel has a wheel sensor 
assigned to it. It is a notched disc together with a photo interrupter attached on the bottom side 
of the bottom disc. This is referred as the wheel sensors and provides wheel rotation 
information to the microcontroller. Ranging sensors fasten through bend aluminium as well as 
the proximity sensor diodes. 

 
Figure 4: Left: bottom-side view of bottom disc. Right: Top-side view. 

2.2.2 Middle disc and weight case 
The middle disc is making the construct more rigid. The weight case redistributes mass and 
moment of inertia towards balance. It also helps the servo charge the spring.  
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Figure 5: Left: Top-side view of middle disc. Right: Weight case. 

2.2.3 Top disc 
The servo attaches through bend aluminium on the bottom side of the top disc. Foam rubber is 
applied in between to spare the servo from scratches and increase friction. The trigger arm and 
the trigger arm fasteners are all of bend aluminium. On the top side the circuit board is placed 
on a rectangular plastic piece which also has foam rubber glued to the top face to insure 
stability.  
 

 
Figure 6: Left: bottom-side view of top disc. Right: Top-side view. 

2.2.4 Cricket batting arm 
This is the most delicate part of construction involving fine mechanics. The actual cricket-bat is 
a big chunk of rectangular shaped brass. It connects through screws and nuts via a hinge to the 
cricket-arm construct. It has a notched rack as spring charger, a stopper and a release 
mechanism. The charger connects to the cricket-bat by thick iron thread. It must be able to move 
a little as the fastening point of the bat varies in motion. The spring connects to the cricket arm 
through thin iron-thread and does not connect to the cricket-bat. The cricket-bat rests on the 
spring.  The cricket construct attaches to the robot through three levels of bend aluminium in 
order to get it stable. The charger, stopper and releaser are the parts of difficulty and must be 
assembled with care 
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Figure 7: Left: Front side view. Middle: Side view. Right: Back side. 
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3. Electronics 
It started on a bread board, connecting components to each other the old fashion school way.  
Like with the mechanics it started of getting a feeling of what was available or not, testing each 
part and learning its secrets. Then putting it on a copper board and finally draw the circuit 
layout on the computer.  

3.1 Circuit structure 
There are two sources of power. One 9V battery powers the 5V voltage stabilizer for the voltage 
sensitive equipment to work and four 1.5 V batteries for the motors and servo. All parts connect 
more or less to the microcontroller chip. There are no controversial solutions that need extra 
attention. 
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Figure 8: Circuit overview. 

3.1.1 PIC18F452 
The PIC18F452 is more or less the centre component. It functionally must be flawless otherwise 
the robot will not work properly. The connection schematics can be found in Figure 8.  

3.1.2 Power supply and reset circuit 
A 7805 power chip produces the 5V needed for the PIC. The capacitors stabilize the voltage. The 
reset circuit MC34064 helps out in making stable resets of the microcontroller. 
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Figure 9: Left: Power supply. Right: Reset circuit. 

3.1.3 RS232 serial conversion  
The PC’s serial port and the PIC voltage levels are not the same. To get serial communication 
working, the ST232CN chip together with some charge pumping capacitors is needed.  The 
voltage levels are converted such that logic 0 is still ground and logic 1 is represented by 5V 
instead of -12V. 
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Figure 10: RS232 voltage level converter. 

3.1.4 L293 motor control 
The L293 is an integrated circuit motor driver that can be used for simultaneous, bi-directional 
control of two small motors. The L293 is limited to 600 mA but should never go that far without 
proper heat sinks. Control is made from port B connecting four output pins to the L293 DIR-
inputs. A PWM-signal on each Enable-port, functions as a speed control. Notice that the PIC 
during initialization will always output high on all pins on port B until moved to right location 
in program code telling it to do otherwise. That is why two ports are controlling each motor 
direction so that if both pins are either high or low nothing happens. 

Table 4: L293 pin functions. 

ENABLE DIRA DIRB Function 
H H L Turn right 
H L H Turn left 
H L/H L/H Stop 
L either either Stop 
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Figure 11: Left picture depicts the L293 chip interior. Right shows implementation. 

3.1.5 GP2D02 range sensor 
The GP2D02 ranging sensor from Sharp is a popular item in small robot creation. It is relatively 
affordable and it produces an 8 bit value according to distance. Connecting the GP2D02 to the 
PIC18F452 is easy. Each sensor requires one in-port, one out-port and power. Vin operates at 3V 
therefore the voltage divider. It signals the GP2D02 when sensor readouts shall commence. A 
high level more than 1.5 ms shuts the range sensor off. Vin goes low for about 70 ms and then 
starts to pulse with a symmetric square wave at a period of 0.2 ms. During the first 70 ms the 
sensor measures the distance. Every pulse period produces an output value, a bit value where 
the most significant bit is the first to arrive. The output is read immediately after the signal goes 
low during the pulsing stage. Vacc, the power source, operates from 4.4-7 V which in this 
project is set to 6 V. 
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Figure 12: Left picture depicts how both the GP2D02 are wired. The right shows the 
activation signal, the readout pulses and the shutdown sequence. 

3.1.6 Proximity sensor 
An infrared emitter and a photo transistor sensitive to the infrared spectrum connect to the 
A/D converter of the microcontroller. When the beam breaks it will provide a noticeable 
difference in voltage level readouts. It is poorly shielded and prone to sunlight interference.  
 
3.1.7 Wheel position sensors 
ZD1901 Photo Interrupter mounts on each corresponding wheel sensor disc in order to 
determine how many revolutions each wheel does. Knowing the radius of the disc and the time 
between a certain set of readouts the velocity can also be determined. The photo interrupters 
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are both activated by the microcontroller to save power when unused. Notice that the circuit is 
analogue and does not produce correct TTL-levels which are compensated for in the software. 
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Figure 13: Position sensors and proximity sensor schematics. 
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4. Software 
The PIC18F452 understands nothing but bits of ones and zeros or machine code. This may be 
done in assembler code, the “human” version of machine code which is very close to the 
hardware and requires lots of time and skill to master. Luckily the manufactures provide a mid-
level language to this, PIC C, which is a C-based PIC-programming language. It is very close to 
ansi-C and simplifies programming a lot. There are as many styles of programming as there are 
programmers. Section 7.5 Writing code, provides a more ample monologue about the choice of 
structure. 

4.1 Programming structure 
The structure is very flat. Mostly functions are declared taking and leaving no argument. The 
functions are more or less procedures. Almost all variables are defined within structures and 
accessible anywhere. Multitasking is limited keeping the level of real time programming low. 
During serial output a special variable storage occurs in protected mode to assure time accurate 
samples. Outputting many variables slows response time. State variables together with 
if-statements in a various amount of timer interrupt functions becomes the pseudo-multitasking 
needed in this project. Communication is made serially and any future game computer, hooked 
up to the robot, will easily be able to talk to the robot using IR-USART, an infrared serial 
communication device. 

4.1.1 File structure 
Table 5 lists the different header and c-files involved in the software with a short description of 
each. A full description of each function inside will be too comprehensive and the reader is 
advised to follow the code itself attached in appendix III. 

Table 5: File structure. 

File: Notice: 
cricket.c Main file. Initializes variables and contains function main.  
cricket_functions.h Header file. Declares all cricket functions, all structs. 
greater_functions.c Greater functions involving many procedures. Calibrating sensors and 

motors, make decisions etc. 
wait_functions.c Wait functions. They are written according to the given clock frequency. 

At this point 10MHz. 
sensor_functions.c Sensor functions. Starting, stopping and reading sensors. 
comm_functions.c Opens serial communication. Print menu functions. Printing results to 

screen. Also including functions catching chars from keyboard and 
execute corresponding command. 

motor_functions.c Movement control.  
servo_functions.c Controlling the servo. 

4.1.2 Software PWM’s and timer interrupt functions 
When dealing with all the sensors, the servo and the motor, they all share the same need of 
pulse width modulated signals to control them. In some cases they need a very long pulse with 
a few actions at the end. The servo operates at 20 ms with a pulse width of 0.55-2 ms. The range 
sensors requires at least 70 ms of measure time before downloading result within 1 ms. The 
proximity sensor can be measured  according to the A/D conversion time which is within 10us. 
The motor controller duty cycle is about 80% - 100 % depending on requested speed.  
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Table 6: PIC feature usage. 
Component(s): Using feature: Timer period: Interrupt lock 

time: 
Interrupt action 

Motor Control Timer2 and PWM 
output 

~ 1 ms None None 

Range Sensors Timer1  >70ms 1.6 ms Acquire the result 
Wheel Sensors, 
Regulator 

Timer0,   <10ms < 1ms  
Control 
calculations 
can take longer 

Polling the result 

Proximity 
Sensor 

ADC with 
interrupt and only 
read every 10th 
value 

Tosc/64 < 0.1 ms  Getting value 
from proximity 
sensors 

Servo Timer3  ~ 20 ms 0.55-2 ms Sending position 
pulse to servo 

4.2 Menu and control system 
A menu provides robot control. It is a crucial part of the programming letting the user control 
the robot.  Results can be echoed back to the user if verbose is turned on. Same goes with sensor 
readout values. When put in game mode the menu should not echo sensor results to the serial 
output as this slows the robot response time. The robot must be alert and not talk to the coach 
too much while batting. Consult Table 7 for a menu description. 

4.3 Decision programming 
Perhaps this is the most delicate part in the unification of this project, dealing with collaborative 
robotic behaviour. Decision programming is the code snippets using all sensors inputs, 
considers what the coach wants and then decides where to bat the ball. In this stage it is 
however basic and not really in the realm of research. In game mode the robot only consider 
two things, where the game coach wish the ball to be struck and where the ball is bowled. The 
variable the game coach can influence is referred to as the deflection angle which can also 
manually be set in the menu. The robot has certain if-statements to run depending on these two 
factors and will act according to program. If the ball is bowled in the middle it may be returned 
right or left. If it is balled on either side it will only deflect straight back or in a steeper angle. 
Even though the mathematical modelling for an overturn deflection is presented in the later 
section, it is not really cricket play standard and very seldom used. However it is possible and 
can be one of those exceptions decision to fool the other team.  

4.3.1 State variables 
In order to make adequate decisions the robot keeps track of what it is doing and in what 
situations it is in, using state variables. They are Booleans and exists in various if-statements all 
around the code. They are always declared with the prefix State in the name. As an example the 
variable State.MovingRelative inform whether the robot is currently in moving relative mode. If 
it is, it will act accordingly. Declaration of all state variables can be found in the attached code. 
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Table 7: Menu system 
Key Function Notice
v Toggle verbose on/off System demanding
V Toggle sensor output on/off Very system demanding
w Move forward
s Stop
x Move backward
a Turn left
d Turn right
q Twist left
e Twist right
P Print calibration variables
1 Toggle wheel sensors on/off
2 Toggle range sensors on/off
3 Toggle proximity sensor on/off
4 Toggle servo active on/off
5 Toggle deflection angle From -3 to 3 where 0 is middle aim strike
r Toggle regulator on/off Wheel senors active to work
R Reset
B Calibrate range sensors IMPORTANT feature
* Calibrate motor gearbox
u One end servo position Servo active to work
i Middle servo position Servo active to work
o Other end servo position Servo active to work
j Short increment in servo

position
Servo active to work, will stop at end point

k Short decrement in servo
position

Servo active to work, will stop at end point

N Set servo release position Servo active to work
n Strike bat Servo, proximity sensor active to work
m Charge bat maximum strike Servo, proximity senosor active to work
, Charge bat medium strike Servo, proximity senosor active to work
. Charge bat minimum strike Servo, proximity senosor active to work
H Example run Blind attemt to run. This have no real

purpose and will be replaced by sighted run
when global imaging device connects to the
robot.

G Cricket batting The robot gets in batting mode
p Simple play Combined function; Cricket batting followed

by Example run.
+ Controlled movement Turns wheel sensors on and moves according

to provided coordinates.
p Print help menu
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5 Functions 
The section incorporates mechanics, electronics and software working together forming distinct 
robotic modules.  

5.1 Movement module 
 
  

Dual gearbox
 

PIC 
Software 
Regulator 

Wheel 
position 
sensors

Left wheel movement
Right wheel movement

 
Figure 14: System structure of movement module. 

The ‘Legs’ of the robot consist of the Twin Motor gearbox controlled using the L293 Motor 
control chip. With sufficient protection circuitry, two PWM-signals from the micro controller 
connect to the enable pins of L293 together with four I/O ports. Each motor may independently 
move forward or backward at an arbitrary speed. The system has a feedback loop using 
position sensors on each wheel and thus controlled. Due to flaws in the gearbox and mass 
symmetry irregularity the gearbox will not produce exact the same output on both motors at the 
same power level. These perturbations are handled initially with calibration discussed in 
chapter 6.3.2 Compensating flaws in gearbox gears, and continually using wheel sensor data in 
a control system. 
 
Notice: If a weak power-supply with current limiting features powers the PIC it will most 
probably suffer from brown-out resets during the motors’ kick-start. This is the reason of using 
two independent power sources. If there is not good enough protection circuitry a voltage spike 
can mess up the PIC at most inconvenient times and become a most infuriating partner along 
the construction line.  

5.1.1 Wheel position sensors 
The wheel sensors count every 16th fraction of wheel revolution. This is done with the ZD1901 
photo interrupter. A problem with levels will occur as the photo interrupter reaches a marker. 
Due to the fact that it is an analogue device it will create burst of level shifts as it passes over the 
marker. Therefore the position sensor values are polled every nth millisecond. Consult section 
6.3 Spatial for deeper analyses. When the robot is not moving, there is a very low chance one of 
the position markers ends up at a forbidden region and producers unstable poll results. 
Therefore the wheel sensors are only activated during movement. 

5.1.2 The feedback loop 
The wheel position sensors provide movement information to a software control system. It is a 
simple P-I mechanism that can be activated upon user request. When the robot attempt a run it 
is imperative it travels straight forth and back between the wicket grounds. The control system 
together with the motor calibration function makes this possible. Consult section 6.3.2 
Compensating flaws in gearbox gears and 6.3.3 P-I control for gearbox for more information. 
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5.1.3 Moving forward, an example 
The following c-code puts both motors in forward movement. As observed the function is very 
simple and called via the command ‘goForward()’. It will do so until told otherwise, meaning 
the function is not in any loop, takes a few instruction cycles and while doing whatever else 
afterwards, the robot keeps on going forward.  
 

void goForward(void)
{

forwardLeftMotor();
forwardRightMotor();

}

void forwardLeftMotor(void)
{

State.LeftMotorOn=1;
State.LeftMotorFwd=1;
LeftMotor.speed=compensate(L1,L2,L3,L4);
SetDCPWM1(LeftMotor.speed);
PORTBbits.RB2 = 1;
PORTBbits.RB3 = 0;

}

void forwardRightMotor(void)
{

State.RightMotorOn=1;
State.RightMotorFwd=1;
RightMotor.speed=compensate(R1,R2,R3,R4);
SetDCPWM2(RightMotor.speed);
PORTBbits.RB0 = 1;
PORTBbits.RB1 = 0;

}
 

Figure 15: Software to control forward movement. 

Each motor use two state variables informing if the motor is on and if it is moving forward. A 
motor that is on and not moving forward will reverse. A motor that is off will not move 
regardless of the ‘State.xxMotorFwd’- statement. Function ‘compensate()’ will recalculate the 
value so that the actual motor speed matches the wanted speed. 
SetDCPWM1(nnnnMotor.speed) changes the duty cycle of the PWM to the motor enable port 
resulting in a different power output to the motor, i.e. changing the speed. PORTBbits.RBn=x 
sets the movement direction. 
 
Notice: The robot may also use the wheel sensors to position itself moving to exact locations. 
This is done using a function named ‘moveRelative()’ 

5.2 Batting module 

 
Cricket Arm 

 

 
Servo 

 

Charge

Release

PIC 
Software 

 
Figure 16: System structure of batting module. 

With one servo, a constant force spring, a fire mechanism and some other parts of less interest, 
the bat of the cricket batsman robot forms. The demand on being a simple affordable solution 
using “standard” small robot gear somewhat simplified the design to a less scope of mechanics 
to consider. The crucial part is finding the best way of storing and transferring energy to 
momentum. Consult section ‘6.1.1 Energy and Momentum transfers during batting’ for a 
deeper discussion about this particular problem. Springs are very good in view of simple 
affordable energy wells. Together with a force-producer, i.e. a servo, it becomes a robust way of 
storing potential energy for later use. The servo loads the spring by pulling a line via a step 
charge lock mechanism. The fire mechanism consists of a releaser arm and an extension arm.  
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Figure 17: Upper left: The uncharged position. Upper right: Charging the bat. Lower left: 
positioning the servo arm for strike position. Lower right: Striking. 

Aiming the bat is very easy. The batting arm is located on the axis line of the wheels. The robot 
moves sideways in order to position himself where the ball is bowled, twists the torso to repel 
the ball in the desired angle and then strike. 

5.2.1 Charging and strike, an example 
Figure 18 displays parts of this example. The servo activates with the procedure ‘doStartServo()’. 
A timer start, calls an interrupt every 20ms. The interrupt function calls checkServo(). 
Depending on three state variables and a counter; State.ServoInterupt, State.ServoActive, 
State.ServoCounterActive and ServBat.counter the interrupt function acts accordingly. 
State.ServoInterupt simply flags an interrupt event. State.ServoActive informs whether the 
servo is active or not. If it is not, the timer interrupt function will not call any servo-functions in 
case the timer has other assignments. Servo.Counter decrease and upon reaching zero it puts 
the servo in a final position if the State.ServoCounterActive flag is set. Otherwise it will keep the 
servo locked in the same position until told otherwise.  
 
Assume the user press ‘m’ in the menu system calling the function aimBat(180,50,26). From left 
to right the numbers symbolize position, position time in numbers of 20ms chunks and end 
position. The servo is told to charge full, hold for one second then return the servo arm to a rest 
position. Function ‘aimbat()’ does not lock the system, it merely sets variables for the servo 
interrupt function to deal with when it is time. There is a forth servo state called 
State.ServoCharged that may be flagged after an aimBat(n,m,k)-procedure call. In a more 
sophisticated system there would be a feedback loop actually confirming the arm is locked in a 
charged position. Right now, a glitch in the mechanical system may result in an uncharged arm 
when assumed charged. 
 
Notice: 
If the proximity sensor is activated it will infuse a release signal upon object detection; The 
State.ProximityReact flag is set; the proximity sensor sends a release signal; aimBat(14,30,30). 
The servo triggers the release mechanism, clears State.ServoCharged flag and after 0.6 seconds 
the servo arm returns to a resting position. 
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void doStartServo(void)
{

State.ServoActive=1;
OpenTimer3(

TIMER_INT_ON &
T3_16BIT_RW &
T3_SOURCE_EXT &
T3_PS_1_2 &
T3_OSC1EN_OFF &
T3_SYNC_EXT_OFF);

}

void checkServo(void)
{

if(State.ServoInterupt&&State.ServoActive
&&(ServoBat.counter!=0 ||
!State.ServoCounterActive))

{
State.ServoInterupt=0;
PORTDbits.RD1=1;
wait10micsecx(PRE_SERVO1_MIN);
wait10micsecx(ServoBat.position);

//0-2 = leftmost 120=rightmost
PORTDbits.RD1=0;
doRestartServo();
if(State.ServoCounterActive)
ServoBat.counter--;

}
if(ServoBat.counter==0 &&

State.ServoCounterActive)
{

State.ServoInterupt=0;
PORTDbits.RD1=1;
wait10micsecx(PRE_SERVO1_MIN);
wait10micsecx(ServoBat.position2);

//0-2 = leftmost 120=rightmost
PORTDbits.RD1=0;
doRestartServo();

}

}

[ INTERUPT CODE ]
if (PIR2bits.TMR3IF){

PIR2bits.TMR3IF = 0;
State.ServoInterupt=

1;
TMR3H=0;
TMR3L=0;
checkServo();
}

 
 

Figure 18: Servo control functions. 

5.3 Range sensing module 
Range sensor right 

PIC 
Software 

Range sensor left 
 

Figure 19: System structure of range sensing module. 

GP2D12 from Sharp is a robust ranging sensor able to detect and determine objects from 10-80 
cm away. In this project two units are used. Figure 20, right picture, depicts sensing range and 
fall-off function from centre line. When detecting the ball this influences the readout value. A 
deeper analyzes is made in 6.2.1 Range sensor calculations. 

  

Figure 20: Left; Sensors located at each side of batting plate. Right; Readout pattern for each 
sensor. 
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5.3.1 Seeing is believing 
When the ball is bowled towards the cricket batsman it will initially be very close to the centre 
line. During this time the batsman’s sensor readings coincide and produce a set of observed 
entries usable for approximate ball speed determination. If the readings do not match at this 
point there is either a very bad pitch or the sensors are out of calibration. At the later stage one 
of the sensors might start digressing depending on the bowl angle. The drift is measured, 
compared via tabulated data because of non-linearity, and together with the known speed, 
position and timing decisions can now take place. This is a delicate part of the project, getting 
the robot to actually hit the ball and send it in the wanted velocity vector. A proximity sensor 
alerts when the ball is very close to the batsman and will result in the firing of the bat. 
 
Notice: if the ball would move with constant velocity the robot would need one readout to 
determine ball end position. Unfortunately the ball movement is irregular and the robot use a 
more iterative method of finding the ball. 
  
 

 
Figure 21: A perfect situation of a bowled ball, constant velocity. 

5.3.2 Range sensor readout, an example 
Figure 22 displays range sensor functions. Combined with slightly modified servo, proximity 
and movement functions this is the heart of the cricket batsman project; to detect, aim and strike 
the ball. Range sensors are activated with the function ‘doStartRangeSensors()’. An interrupt 
timer is initialized and every 66 ms it readouts both sensors. Cheating on 4 ms simplifies the 
code greatly and it will work not using the recommended 70 ms readout time. Each sensor 
result is saved and used in the positioning procedures. When the interrupt occurs it calls 
function ‘readRangeSensors()’. The for-loop is the key to the readout, according to Figure 22, 
right picture.  The robot saves the three latest sensor values. Later in the development line a 
more sophisticated statistical function may be introduced, to smoothen the batsman aiming 
capabilities. For now the robot only consider the most recent readout. 
 
Notice: It is imperative to calibrate the sensors. The batting environment greatly affects the 
sensors and different cricket grounds produce different object readouts. The calibration levels 
are directly correlated to the decision levels meaning a bad calibration is fatal. 
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void doStartRangeSensors(void)
{

State.RangeActive=1;
PORTA=0;
OpenTimer1( TIMER_INT_ON

& T1_16BIT_RW & T1_SOURCE_INT &
T1_PS_1_4 & T1_OSC1EN_OFF &
T1_SYNC_EXT_OFF );
}

void readRangeSensors(void){
char outstr[4];

unsigned char sen1[8];
unsigned char sen2[8];
unsigned char outsen1;
unsigned char outsen2;
char loop;

for(loop=0;loop<8;loop++)
{

PORTA=5;
wait10micsecx(10);
PORTA=0;
wait10micsecx(10);
sen1[loop]=PORTBbits.RB7;
sen2[loop]=PORTBbits.RB6;

}
PORTA=5;
outsen1=sen1[0]*128+sen1[1]*64+sen1[2]*3

2+sen1[3]*16+sen1[4]*8+sen1[5]*4+sen1[6]*2;
outsen2=sen2[0]*128+sen2[1]*64+sen2[2]*3

2+sen2[3]*16+sen2[4]*8+sen2[5]*4+sen2[6]*2;

-- more code follows in this function… --

[ INTERUPT CODE ]
if (PIR1bits.TMR1IF)

{
PIR1bits.TMR1IF = 0;
State.RangeInterupt=1
TMR1H=0;
TMR1L=0;
checkRangeSensors();
//clear interrupt flag
}

Every 66 ms 

 
Figure 22: Range sensors functions. 

5.4 Proximity sensing module 
PIC 

Software Proximity sensor 
 

Figure 23: System structure of proximity sensing module. 

The proximity sensor uses analogue conversion on the readout. The sensor initializes calling the 
function ‘doStartProximitySensor()’. The interrupt-function saves only every 25th value to lower 
amount of readouts and increase performance. The counter is named Proximity.skip. The three 
latest values are used in the determination of objects interference. The conversion stage can 
make mistakes and produce bad data, therefore three values have to reach a certain level to 
produce the proximity detect. The state variables involved like with the other modules tells if 
the proximity interrupt has occurred, if the sensor is active and if the procedure should act 
upon detection. The flags involved in the same order as explained; State.ProximityInterupt, 
State.ProximityActive, State.ProximityReact.  

5.5 Communication module 
 PIC 

Software ST232CN chip Terminal program 
 

Figure 24: System structure of communication module. 

Controlling and communicating with the robot is possible through a serial cable. It works using 
Asynchronous mode at 38400 baud with 1 stop bit, no handshaking and no parity. The software 
is made producing lots of output for the game computer or interested person to analyze. A later 
version incorporates the usage of a simple IR-version omitting the cable. USART-functions are 
Microchip-domestic and will not be discussed further. 
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Notice: When programming the PIC with the boot loader it operates at 19200 baud. The reason 
is a restriction in the boot loader programming combined with the 10 MHz PIC speed.  
 

void
doStartProximitySensor(void)
{

State.ProximityActive=1;
PORTDbits.RD0=1;
OpenADC( ADC_FOSC_64 &

ADC_RIGHT_JUST &
ADC_6ANA_0REF,ADC_CH6 &
ADC_INT_ON );

ConvertADC(); // Start
conversion
}

void checkProximitySensor(void)
{

if(State.ProximityInterupt && State.ProximityActive){
Proximity.result3=Proximity.result2;
Proximity.result2=Proximity.result;
Proximity.result = ReadADC(); // Read result if ADC-finished
if(State.ProximityReact)
{

if(Proximity.result > 300 && Proximity.result2 >300 && Proximity.result3 > 300){
--- Reaction Functions ---- }

}

doRestartProximitySensor();
}

}

[ INTERUPT CODE ]

if (PIR1bits.ADIF)
{

PIR1bits.ADIF = 0;
if(Proximity.skip<25){

Proximity.skip++;

doStartProximitySensor();
}
else{

State.ProximityInterupt=1;

checkProximitySensor();
Proximity.skip=0;

}

 
Figure 25: Proximity sensor functions.  

5.6 Game example 
To get an idea of what happens when the robot is set to batting mode this example is provided. 
Assuming the robot has been calibrated, both sensor and gearbox wise, the game mode is called 
upon sending the character ‘p’ to the robot. Now the only command that can be used until the 
turn has ended is the reset function called with the character ‘R’ as in Reset. All sensors 
activates, the cricket bat charges and the robot starts tracking the ball with the range sensors.  
Depending on which angle the team coach wishes to play and the bowl angle, the robot makes a 
decision where to play. Four decision levels are connected to the sensors and will call 
corresponding movement functions. If the ball is detected close, the batsman must hurry in 
place and may not really aim the ball as accurate as wanted. Due to irregularity in ball 
movement it may result in a curved trajectory, therefore the robot checks sensors all the time 
until the proximity sensor triggers the striking function. The robot may move lots of time trying 
to get into position until the final call is made. As the ball hits the proximity sensor the robot 
knows the ball is close enough to play the ball towards the field and attempts a batting strike. 
The ball is struck and the batsman starts to make one example cricket run. Simplified it can be 
reduced to the following: 

• Range sensing 
• Decision and movement 
• Proximity detect and strike 
• Running 
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6 Mathematical modelling  
This section incorporates the use of approximate mathematical methods to strengthen 
construction methods. Variables declared in each section starts with a short description, the 
variable name and the unit. Common formulas are considered basic knowledge and not 
referenced or explained.  

6.1 Theory behind the cricket arm 

6.1.1 Energy and Momentum transfers during batting 
Batting the ball requires a certain amount of transferred momentum and energy from the cricket 
bat to the ball. To get an idea of what domain we will enter the following calculations are 
provided. It shall not be considered as exact modelling.  
 
Servo energy output: 
The servo lifts 3 kg at 1 cm from centre. Servo Torque Ts ≈ 0.3 Nm (ref: Data sheet) 
The servo-arm drag point is located 1.5 cm from centre thus maximum force = 20 N  
Total pull length = 3 cm but set to 2.5 cm for calibration reasons. 
 
Energy flow- from servo to spring: 

Fs = kx Assume linear spring eq 1 

Spring force Fs = 20N at 2.5 cm ==> k = 800 

Ws = kx2/2  eq 2 

The cricket-bat is considered a thin rectangular pendulum with rotational axes at one short side. 
The moment of inertia for such a shape is I =1/3 m·L2  (ref: any book of formulas)  

Wbat = ωIω/2 eq 3 
I = 1/3 m·L2 eq 4 

Energy flow- from spring’s potential energy to cricket-bat’s kinetic energy: 

Ws = Wbat  (2)&(3) ==> 
kx2/2 = ωIω/2  eq 5 
ω = x (k/I)½  eq 6 

Determine cricket bat mass: 
Cricket arm mass and cricket arm velocity are the two variables to manipulate when optimizing 
batting. Velocity affects kinetic energy by the quadrate and momentum in the linear. 
Considering constant potential energy stored within the spring that all transfers into kinetic 
energy in the bat the amount of momentum extractable depends on how much the pendulum 
weights. Consult Figure 26 for a graphical view of that correlation. This implies that the most 
optimized bat would be a very very heavy pendulum going extremely slow. However it would 
be ridiculous to have a 3 kg pendulum on an otherwise 0.5 kg robot. The dashed oval is my idea 
of a reasonable domain for both mass and velocity on the bat. The choice of a 135 g bat is 
therefore not completely random.  
 
Cricket bat speed and angular momentum: 
Angular momentum PL : 

PL=ωI   eq 7 
(4)&(6) ==> 
PL= x· L(k· m/3)½  

Into the numbers: 
The bat is a pendulum with a length (L) of about 10cm. Mass = 135g 
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PL =0.025 · 0.10 · (800· 0.135/3)½  
PL =0.015 kg· m· rad/s 
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Figure 26: Bat velocity-mass and momentum-mass chart at a kinetic energy of 1 J in the 
spring. 

 
Striking the ball, momentum transfers (assume fully elastic strike):  
 
Ball mass mb  Golf ball mass = 46 g  
Ball speed vb0 Assume ball impact velocity ≈ -0.5 m/s 
 

PL0+ Pb0 = PL1 + Pb1  Conservation of momentum eq 8 
PL0 + mbvb0 = mbvbl +0  mrobot > mbat 

vbl = ( PL0 + mbvbl0 )/ mb 

Into the numbers: 

vbl = (0.015 - 0.0046· 0.5)/0.0046 ≈ 2.8 m/s 

Comments: 
Assuming that all of the angular momentum transfers fully elastically to the ball is not correct. 
However it provides the domain where the resulting exit velocity of the ball may be. This also 
implies a perfect hit where all of the spring energy transfers to the bat which is a bit optimistic.  

6.1.2 Moving Mass conundrum 
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Figure 27: Moving mass centre distance from closest wheel. 

The cricket arm when not charged will present a different torque, due to gravity, on the closest 
wheel than when charged. The cricket pendulum is a heavy chunk of rectangular shaped brass; 
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density 8.553 g /cm3. Measures 10 x 5.05 x 0.3 cm = 15.15 cm3 � m=15.15 x 8.553 ≈ 130g. The 
actual weight is 135 g when scaled. Introduce a length density δ where the length element is 
thickness x width. The length of the brass is 10 cm meaning δ ≈ 13.5 g/cm. Distance from closest 
wheel centre to any length mass element is x0+f(L) where f(L) is dependent on the angle of the 
bat. Fortunately the object around the mass centre is homogenous and as it is symmetric in 
shape, the mass centre distance from the closest wheel is enough to determine the torque. 

Toruqe T =  f·s eq 9 
f = mg  

Due to symmetry: 

s = x0+L½·sin(αn)  eq 10 
(9)&(10) ==> 
T= g· m· x0+L½·sin(αn)  eq 11 

Into the numbers:  
Measured value on s range from [6; 7.5] cm 

Uncharged:  T =g·0.135·0.075 ≈ 0.1 Nm 
Fully charged: T = g·0.135·0.06 ≈ 0.08 Nm 

The cricket arm which holds the bat has to be accounted for. The mass for cricket bat construct 
is 65 g. 

Perpherial construct: Tc= 9.82·0.065·0.04 ≈ 0.03 Nm 

Torque from bat and from arm would then add to a total span of: 

 T span � [0.11;0.13]   

Countermanding effects of the cricket arm movement: 
 

? y 

 y0  x0 

? x 

 
Figure 28: Distance 

 
A thick disc of steel connected to the servo will act both as a momentum boost to the spring 
charging as well as a torque equalizer. The disc weights 200 grams and may be considered 
homogenous and symmetric in shape. Its purpose is to equalize the torque on the whole 
construct and also put the mass centre in the geometrical centre of the robot. 
From (9) 

y = T / g·mdisc 
ymin = 0.011·g/0.2·g=0.055]=5.5[cm] 
ymax = 0.014·g/0.2·g=0.0]=7[cm] 
∆y = 1.5cm 

Using the servo to move the disc is possible. It will also help the servo charging the spring. 
The servo pulls rs= 2.5 cm. Knowing this, the dimension of the weight case can be set utilizing 
Pythagoras: 

 z2+∆y2= rs 2 ==>  z =( rs 2-∆y2)½  z=( (2.52-1.52)½ =2 cm 
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Conclusion: The thick disc has to move a total of 1.5 cm to obtain this torque equilibrium. 
The servo pulls 2.5cm yielding a fall height of 2 cm. With this information the weight case may 
be constructed according to calculations.  

6.2 Sensing ball 

6.2.1 Range sensor calculations  
Is it possible a sensor may miss ball readout?  
Readout time: 

 t = 0.07 s  (ref: datasheet GP2D02) 

Projection line readout according to Figure 20, lowest 5 cm. This is the diameter of the cone the 
GP2D02 sensing an object.Assume the ball must be in this region at least 75% of the time for an 
ok readout. Ball diameter 4cm where assumed 75% must be seen during readout meaning 
sensing diameter (4· 0.75) = 3 cm. 
Allowed perpendicular movement of the ball during readout time therefore: 

s = 2cm (projection line - sensing diameter)    

Perpendicular maximum velocity: 

v┴ = s/t  v┴ = 0.02m /0.07s ≈ 0.3 m/s eq 12 

Maximum bowled angle for a successful bowl according to Figure 21. L½wicket is half the wicket 
length. 

α = tan-1 (L½wicket  / L)    �  tan-1 (0.1/0.8) eq 13 

Maximum velocity in steepest angle: (12) & (13) ==> 

 vmax = v┴ /sin(α)  vmax = 0.3/sin(tan-1(1/8)) ≈ 2.4 m/s eq 14 

Conclusion: A ball velocity of 0.5 m/s will be detected with good safety margins.  
 

6.2.2 The proximity sensor 
Upon ball and proximity beam interference an analogue interference occurs. Will there be a 
chance the ball gets through between two readouts? Conversion time is about 0.1 ms; every 25ty 
value used resulting in a 2.5 ms readout: 

t = 0.0025 s 

Ball maximum velocity: 

v = 0.5 m/s  

During readout it may travel: 

s = v · t s= 0.5 · 0.0025 ≈ 1.3 mm << Ball diameter. 

Conclusion: The ball will be detected. 

6.3 Spatial recognition 

6.3.1 Find minimum time interval for polling the wheels sensor value. 
Wheel sensor discs have 16 markers evenly distributed on each disc. Marker width and in 
between marker distance is almost the same. 

n=16 
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Wheel circumference: 

O = 2r · π  2r = 37 mm eq 15 
O = 116.2 mm 

Between each marker the distance rolled: 

Dmark = O/n = 7.263 mm eq 16 

Table 8 collects maximum speed trials, finding out the robots maximum speed. With this 
information it is possible the speed is too high a marker may be missed and wrongful position 
results occur. At full power the robot can move A during the time T. From table A=192mm 
during T=2.11 seconds. 

Table 8: Finding maximum speed 

Attempt Distance in mm Time in seconds 
1 120 1.36 
2 200 2.11 
3 190 2.16 
4 220 2.38 
5 230 2.54 
Average 192 2.11 
  
The amount of markers passed during that time would be:  

N = A/Dmark eq 17 

N = 192 / 7.263 
N = 26.4  

Time between each marker would be:  

tmark = T/N eq 18 
tmark = 2.11/26.4 
tmark =  0.08 s 

 
Conclusion  
To have a good safety margin and flexibility a poll every 10 ms or less should be enough to keep 
track of wheel position. 

6.3.2 Compensating flaws in gearbox gears 
During self diagnostic the robot may calibrate each motor power needed to obtain straight 
forward and backward movement. This calibration is rigid but reduces errors a lot in the initial 
movement pattern until the robot has enough sensor values for the control algorithm to kick in. 
Calibration is done on low and high motor output, backward and forward movement.  It then 
assumes a linear correlation and retries the calibration. If it is between sufficient boundaries the 
robot finishes calibration, if not it tries again. This is a simplified iterative  22 design of 
experiments trial with no replicate from statistical analyzes. The results can easily be used in 
deeper statistical analyses with a more extensive effect consideration. For now, the function 
only considers first order effects. In Table 9 and Table 10 the first column represents the power 
level of each motor at each trial. In the code this value may change but for the sake of 
understanding the value for low power is set to 870 and high power to 1000. The actual values 
are not really important but how they relate to one another to obtain the compensation factor. 
The values are used in the pulse width modulated duty cycle that provides the signal to the 
motor controller. 1000 means the pulse width match the period and thus a constant signal 
occurs.  
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Table 9: Outcome of first gearbox calibration.  

Movement (power 
level [Left Right]) 

Left 
Markers 
passed 

Right Markers 
passed 

Left fraction of 
right 

New Movement 

Forward low 
(870 870) 

5 11 45% *1 Forward low  
(935 ; 850) 

Backward low 
(870 870) 

6 11 55% *2 Backward low 
 (928; 870) 

Forward high 
(1000 1000) 

20 25 80% *3 Forward high  
(1000 ; 974) 

Backward high 
(1000 1000) 

21 28 75% *4 Backward high  
(1000 ; 968) 

Depending on which motor passed most markers during calibration time the compensation will 
act thereafter. In this case the right motor was stronger on all trials. The compensation will then 
be; boost the left motor on ‘low power’ and break right motor on ‘high power’. The function is 
iterative and stabilizes quickly.  

*1LeftMotor.lowForward += (LeftMotor.HighForward - LeftMotor.LowForward)·(fraction) 
*2 LeftMotor.lowBackward += (LeftMotor.HighBackward - LeftMotor.LowBackward)·(fraction) 
*3 RightMotor.lowForward -= (RightMotor.HighForward - RightMotor.LowForward)·(fraction) 
*4 RightMotor.lowBackward -= (LeftMotor.HighBackward RightMotor.LowBackward)·(fraction) 

Table 10: Outcome of second gearbox calibration  

Movement Left Markers 
passed 

Right Markers 
passed 

Left fraction of right 

Forward low  
(935 ; 850) 

11 12 92% 

Backward low 
 (928; 870) 

20 22 91% 

Forward high  
(1000 ; 974) 

12 12 100% 

Backward high  
(1000 ; 968) 

20 25 80% 

 
In the program each motor stores each velocity range vector to compensate for the gearbox 
difference.  Then when assigning an arbitrary velocity to the gearbox it uses the range vectors to 
interpolate and compensate for the difference.  
Example:  
The robot move forward with velocity 900. The uncompensated range is defined between 870 
and 1000 for each trial. From the calibration the compensated range will at forward movement 
be 945-1000 on left motor and 870-974 on right motor. 

Uncompensated value xn between xnL –xnH  (all given) 
Compensated value yn between ynL -  ynH  (yn sought where n=left,right) 

nLnH

nLn

nLnH

nLn

yy
yy

xx
xx

−
−=

−
−

 eq 19 
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Into the numbers: 

958945
)8701000(

)9451000)(870900(
≈+

−

−−
=lefty  

894870
)8701000(

)870974)(870900(
≈+

−

−−
=righty  

 
These compensated values works on forward movement only. When reversing at the same 
uncompensated speed of 900 the new compensated values will most likely differ from the ones 
obtained in forward movement. Remember that this is a rigid control mechanism only to fix 
great offsets in the initial state. Next step is feedback control. 

6.3.3 P-I control for gearbox 
The robot has only one feedback controlled system, the gearbox. When batting the robot need to 
position itself as fast as possible and this requires a control system. And when making runs, it is 
a good idea to move the shortest way, or roll, in this case. This control system has not been 
modelled properly but set by trial and error. P control is simply done by feeding back the 
difference with a constant and applying on the lagging motor. If top end is reached the faster 
motor instead slows down. A slow integrator is incorporated as well. The control system will 
not act until at least three of each wheel marker been reached, due to the marker in-between 
alignment error. 

P-control=∆u· kp eq 20 

I-control = sign(∆u) ·ki eq 21 

During trial and error in (18)&(19) kp=5 and ki = 1 
 
Conclusion: The control system works ok but must be used together with a gearbox initial 
calibration in order to achieve best result. 

6.3.4 Cricket batting positioning, an example 
During the batting stage the robot must know how to get into certain positions in order to make 
adequate aiming. This involves knowing the ball vector and where to aim it. It also requires the 
robot to know whether it is possible to do the strike or not.  

 
y = distance from wheel axis centre line to expected ball crossing. This is the distance the robot 
has to move with both wheels in order to bat the ball back to the bowler. 
α = Deflection angle, affects sa2 and sb2 
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a = distance from bat centre to first wheel along wheel axis 
b = distance from bat centre to second wheel along wheel axis 
sa1=y 
sb1=y 
sa2= arc distance from expected ball crossing line to first wheel end position in order to obtain α 
sb2= arc distance from expected ball crossing line to second wheel end position in order to 
obtain α 
 
Moving to y 
This is a straightforward movement. However the wheel velocities must be stable. If the 
fluctuate there will be deviation in the movement pattern. 

sa1=sb1=y  eq 22 
d(sa1)/dt=d(sb1)/dt (to ensure correct movement) 

Turning into angle α 
Arc movement obtained by: 

sa2 = a · α eq 23 
sb2 = b · α 
d(sb2)/dt=k · d(sb1)/dt , k=s1/s2=a/b 

Into the numbers: 

a=60,b=150, α=22.5°(π/8 rad), y = 60, k=2.5 
sa1=sb1=60 mm  
sa2= 60 · π/8 = 23.6 mm  
sb2=150 · π/8= 59.0 mm 
k=0.4  

Using (14) the amount of markers passed would be: 

N= s/Dmark   

sa1,sb1 =60/7.263= 8.3 Markers  
sa2 =23.6/7.263=  3.2 Markers  
sb2 =59.0/7.263=  8.1 Markers  

 
Conclusion: The movement would require both wheels first moving in equal speed the length 
of 8 Markers. Afterward the wheel more distant from turning point moves additional 8 markers 
whilst the closest wheel moves 3 markers. This during the same time demanding the speed 
difference coefficient being 0.4. The closer wheel moves with 40% of the speed the distant wheel.  
 
Notice:  
Markers provide a feedback with relatively coarse sense of position. Their spatial resolution is 
restricted. Fortunately, in the scope of this project, does not require any deeper level of 
exactness. 
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7 Project path, predicaments and enlightenments 
The former chapters can be considered as a guide for those who wish to reproduce my cricket 
robot batsman. It does not include all the crossroads I have passed or the errors I have done. 
This section however is devoted to such, where I outlay my thoughts and describe the project 
path from beginning to end. 

Table 11: A chronological event list of the cricket batsman robot construction. 

(21/2) Week 1: Installation and project discussion. 
(28/2) Week 2: Installation and project discussion. 
(7/3) Week 3: Learning the PIC 18F482, Getting Boot loader working and flashing diodes. 
(14/3) Week 4: C- coding, learning PWM, I/O, software PWM servos, motor control. 
(21/3) Week 5: Movement module finalized, researching batting arm solutions. 
(27/3)  FREE. 
(4/4) Week 6: Cardboard modelling, Breadboard to copper-board. 
(11/4) Week 7: Cardboard modelling, researching sensor solutions.  
(18/4) Week 8: CAD and mechanical considerations.  
(25/4) Week 9: Mechanical workshop, from cardboard to real hardware. Building robot 

skeleton and cricket-arm. 
(2/5) Week 10: Finishing mechanical construction. The concept works. Some tuning will 

boost the cricket arm strength massively. I am looking at sensor solutions. 
Two GP2D02 attached configured tested and now working. 

(9/5) Week 11: Mass equilibrium calculations and construction. Fine mechanics work. 
Project report update. Writing half time report. 

(16/5) Week 12: Finalizing half time report. Proximity detector solution. 
(23/5) Week 13: Painting and produce Iron-Cad. 
(30/5) Week 14: More Iron-Cad and report update. 
(6/6) Week 15: Wheel sensors working. 
(13/6) Week 16: Tuning electronics and mechanics design. 
(20/6) Week 17: Decisional programming, using Interrupt loops more frequently. 
(27/6) Week 18: Feedback control, Subsumption architecture, Second robot construction. 
(4/7) Week 19: Second robot construction. 
(11/7) Week 20: Finalization. 

7.1 Learning and interfacing the PIC18F452 
To fully get the hold of microcontrollers, extensive experimenting is acquired. It is imperative to 
understand the PIC port functions, how to activate them and what possible error that may 
occur in the process. I will try to give a comprehensive outcome of my own learning curve to 
the benefit of those who will walk in my steps.  

7.1.1 Setting up a development environment 
There are many ways of learning the PIC. Using a special developed PIC-experimenting board 
is the most common. In my case I was presented a circuit which included very few components. 
The PIC18F452, a MC34064 reset circuit, a ST232CN RS232 converter, and some resistors and 
capacitors.  The reset circuit, which is more than just reset, is used to protect against brown-outs. 
A brown-out occurs when the voltage-level slowly crawls down to the minimum operating 
voltage. Luckily newer PIC's have a brown-out detection build in and can use the brown-out 
registry flag for special operation. RS232 converter is a voltage level converter and charge pump 
in order to interface with any computer’s serial port. The PIC18F452, in order to get this kind of 
development board working, needs a boot loader installed. Boot loaders are very tiny programs 
listening on the serial port for a few seconds during start. Because PIC can write data in their 
own program-memory it is possible with the boot loader to make the PIC program itself. It is 
worth mentioning that if you manage to accomplish exceptionally bad programming or succeed 
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in physically wire the PIC dreadfully you may end up with delete the boot loader… or in the 
later case destroy the PIC. Proceed with caution.  

7.2 Programming the microcontroller 
The compiler used is Microchip’s own student C-compiler.  No code examples will be presented 
in this chapter as it has nothing to do with the final product. However it is part of the learning 
curve and the reader will find it useful learning the PIC. 
 
Notice: The boot loader works at 19200 bauds for a 10 MHz crystal. It is not the same as the 
communication module which use 38400 bauds.  

7.2.1 C the result 
Being spoiled with always having good feedback when programming computers, PIC’s are 
presented with a feedback problem, initially anyway. After getting the development 
environment working the next step is talking and listening to the microcontroller. The easiest 
way is to use a predefined package for serial communication. How to send a simple text string 
to the serial communication line is the first step. 

7.2.2 Flash diodes 
Next step would be to get the I/O ports working. Flashing a set of diodes on port B will do the 
trick.  

7.2.3 Produce PWM 
PWM, pulse width modulation, is the next feature to learn about. The very first thing that one 
notices is that the PWM has a limitation in period. It can not be shorter than the clock period, 
quite obvious, but it can not be longer than 256*4*16 clock cycles according to the PWM-
configuration equation. 

PWM period = [(int8) + 1] x 4 x TOSC x TMR2 prescaler int8_max=255 

TOSC = Clock period, TMR2 prescaler = special function with a maximum value of 16. The 
PWM period max = 16384 clock cycles. If using the frequency of 10 MHz, the longest PWM 
period would be about 1.6 milliseconds. This will not do, when controlling servos. The next 
section will discuss a software solution. 

PWM Pulse width = (DCx<9:0>) x TOSC  

The (DCx<9:0>) is just any 10-bit number ranging from 0 to 1023. The longest pulse width can 
be 1024 clock cycles. 

7.2.4 Software PWM for servos 
This can be done in many ways. Using Timers is the simplest. Period and pulse length can 
easily be toggled using one or two timers. In the project I needed a 20 ms period with 0.5 – 2.2 
ms pulse width to control the servo. The period does not have to be exact, however the pulse 
width do. It is exactly set using a delay function in the interrupt. It will deteriorate performance 
but I believe it can be neglected. 

7.2.5 Analogue acquiring 
Learning and understanding the A/D-converter is the next step. To put it simple it can detect a 
voltage level between two reference levels with 10-bit resolution. It is very important to 
understand that the A/D conversion takes time and it is a good idea to use the command of 
waiting for the A/D conversion before doing anything else. In more advanced usage it is 
possible to do instructions meanwhile and every now and then pulling the Busy-ADC-flag. In 
my construction the A/D converter is used only in proximity sensor readouts. 
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7.3 From breadboard to copper-board 
It is always a bit of a fuzz to take the circuit from a breadboard design to the copper-board. The 
procedure at first might seem simple, just position components the right way and connect them, 
will, to the inexperienced, be a hard blow to the face. The matter is not really academic though 
but as it is a crucial part of this project I feel the need to mention a few things I thought of when 
going from breadboard to solder on a copper board. First of all, this is prototyping not 
involving many components or very small components. All can be done with a pre-maid copper 
board, Strip board or Prototyping board, whichever name feels convenient. It is quite similar to 
a breadboard with the difference of soldering the components and rearranging connections by 
cutting copper-lanes and use lots of wires. Here are some rules of the road. 
 

• Use different colours for wires regarding what they stand for. (i.e. +Vcc = orange 
cable, blue=ground) 

• It should look organized. 
• Keep it moderately compact but still flexible for small changes. 
• This takes time, lots of time. Let it take time. 

7.4 The mechanical design 

7.4.1 Making a cardboard model 
It is, at least for me, very hard to visualize an idea of design using mere thought. The best 
would be to make a very rough template just too somehow envision what the final product 
might look like. So it is done here. The cardboard model itself is of no relevance to the audience 
however to mention building one is. 

7.4.2 From model to hard design 
Two and a half week in the workshop mending and struggling, using the few skills in 
craftsmanship obtained in earlier life came in handy when creating the robot. With the help of 
the engineers in the workshop, teaching me the tools and giving me advice regarding practical 
matters the robot found itself made after 100 hours of work.  

7.4.3 Appealing appearance  
The final touch to the project is putting a face on the robot. The food bowl acts as a top cover 
enclosing all electronics within. Spray painting the robot in black and fluorescent orange surely 
puts an interesting touch to the final result. The second construction was left in original colour. 

7.4.4 Transforming the design into a digital copy  
All circuitry are drawn in Orcad capture. No fancy solutions require any special attention other 
than that components already not included in Orcad's library, is added. IronCad, a powerful 
and simple 3D-cad program, recommended by the department is used in the mechanical 
construction. Learning the program itself is easy and according to me, only require basic CAD 
experience and moderate computer knowledge. 

7.4.5 The second construction 
Following the schematics made from the first design not only encloses the accuracy of the 
schematics but also decreases construction time lots. The robot was done in half the time with 
twice the precision before. They let me use the milling machine in the workshop by my own this 
time which itself was a great encounter. 
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7.5 Writing code 
Writing code without thinking or caring about any code structure will in the end backfire. 
Every programmer knows this, especially when the program grows larger and larger. 
Unfortunately C does not provide the use of objects in the sense C++ or any other object 
oriented language does. Trying to implement object thinking is of course possible in C with the 
drawback of more memory usage. Memory is a luxury in the microcontroller world and 
therefore not really applicable. I have chosen a very flat structure using ‘structs’ as a way of 
organising variables the way I believe is the best. Like with many things in PIC-C most of the 
variables are global. 
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8 Project outcome  
Crafting a cricket batsman robot involves lots of practical matters occurring in the mechanical 
and electronic construction phase. It does not really affect the academic point of view and are 
therefore only scarcely mentioned. Its importance to the crafting is of course total and the set of 
equipment and material available determines the appearance of the cricket batsman robot. This 
has more or less been a scrap heap construction with a few predetermined components. Using 
table tennis balls as stabilizers, manually cut and bended aluminium from leftovers as various 
bearings, a cleaned food bowl from the local Chinese restaurant as top cover, slaughtered 
rechargeable batteries from power drills as 6V battery-pack, are all examples of this scrap heap 
construction. With a very tight budget the only components bought aside the predetermined, 
are the GP2D02 and the servo. The rest is ‘standard’ components. 
 
The robots mechanical construct has the most fine-tuning to look forward to. The bat 
construction requires millimetre precision and so far been the toughest practical challenge. The 
mechanical construction works however pretty good and therefore the mechanical aspects are 
left the way they are. Difference in gearbox gears, weight distribution asymmetries etcetera 
affects movement patterns. They are compensated with a rigid PI-control system and an initial 
iterative simplified design of experiments trial with no replicate calibration function. Range 
sensors detect the ball about half a meter from the robot and the bat is triggered upon proximity 
detect. Ball velocity gradients introduce a very complex mathematical system and using fuzzy 
logic with few levels the robot will be able to return the ball in an approximate direction. The 
range sensor arms are deliberately constructed adjustable in the horizontal plane to increase 
flexibility.  The serial interface and menu system provide the user/game-computer with various 
important controls with feedback possibilities. Taking account the limitation in resources, the 
need of simplicity and the scope of a master thesis project I am happy to declare: project 
successful. 

8.1 A few lines about the final result 

8.1.1 About the power source 
When dealing with motors and servos the actual power available is a significant factor when 
designing. Using any pack of lets say 6V may at the first glance seem enough to understand and 
test the components above. This is a very dangerous assumption as the inner resistance of the 
battery pack, current limiting features from power stations etc will not output the power 
expected. In the end, changing to a more robust 6V power source, the motors and servo worked 
perfectly. Saving energy is also important when using limited power sources. The extra 9V 
battery is solely for powering the PIC. It typically needs about 100 mA and thus can be powered 
for a few hours on a standard 9V battery. The rest requires up to 400mA with current spikes up 
to 1 A depending on which modules are active. The ability to turn on/off sensors implemented 
in the software is a power saving feature. 

8.1.2 About the gearbox 
Even though it is a very cheap component, it does quite a lot of good work. The flaws in the 
gearbox and the difference motors in between require compensation to obtain manageable 
movement patterns. The wheel bearing with the most mass and torque applied moves slower 
and should be compensated using the other wheel as reference in a control system. 

8.1.3 About the range sensors 
The range sensors do not provide the exact same output at the same distance. They might 
influence each other when doing measurement but should not produce unhandable errors.  
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8.1.4 About the proximity sensor 
The proximity sensor is a simple solution and sensitive to interference from sun light.  

8.1.5 About the cricket arm 
The fine mechanics involving the charge and trigger mechanism can be optimized. Replacing 
the linear spring with a constant force one improves the energy storage by a factor of two. The 
counterweight used to balance the cricket arm is also helping the servo pulling the cricket bat 
spring. This will also provide a substantial gain in servo energy output. The cricket arm may 
most likely need a full redesign as the aiming is not good enough for a final product. 

8.1.6 About the wheel position sensors 
When assembled, the wheel position discs should be aligned marking at the same time when 
travelling in a straight movement. If they are not aligned there will always be an error involved 
when calculating position. The space between the markers and the marker itself should have 
about the same size in order to output homogenous results. This is not the case, but the error 
involved can be neglected due to the equal distribution of each marker. 

8.1.7 About the decision making 
I hoped the project would include much more of this part but the construction phase required 
much more effort than planned. Then again, this is the domain of research and way out of scope 
for a final thesis. I am happy only touching the subject. It is very interesting and has definitely 
drawn my attention. 

8.2 Future development 
Unfortunately the time budget does not allow extensive analyzes and modelling, leaving 
sections without proper academic backup. As mentioned before, this is prototyping in the 
cricket robot world, where the primary goal is showing its feasibility. 
 
 Certain functions are not yet implemented. The IR-comm. module and the shared imaging 
device are examples of this. The cricket arm is a bit rudimentary. It should be able to aim 
without the movement of the cricket robot. Perhaps a full reconstruction of the batting arm may 
be necessary in order to attain the arm aiming feature. With the introduction of the shared 
imaging device the feedback loop in the gearbox control system is better hooking up to that 
device rather than using the wheel position sensors. Right know it is more cricket for blind 
people as the robot has no clue where all the other players are on the field. It can only use the 
position sensors to calculate where it might be relative to starting position. 

8.3 Closure 
Crafting a cricket batsman robot involves both practical and theoretical interdisciplinary aspects. 
It is an adequate learning foundation in its field. It involves design, mechanical, electrical 
systems construction and programming. It involves the art of control systems and mathematical 
modelling. The journey from beginning to the end has never been boring and with a constant 
flow of challenge it may just be the type of project making scholars into engineers. 
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Robot Cricket as an Environment for Research in Collaborative Behaviour 
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Robot research has developed to a point where experiments in collaborative 
behaviour are affordable and feasible. To date there are numerous projects 
involving collaborative robot research in progress throughout the world. Many 
of these research efforts take the form of sporting contests. Using sport as a 
research platform has several benefits. Foremost amongst these is the ability of 
a sporting contest to inspire interest and enthusiasm in students. The 
opportunity for research groups to compete in a sporting environment increases 
public awareness of the research and promotes exchange of ideas. Cricket is a 
sporting contest of particular local interest. Not only is it a sport that requires 
teamwork but also players with highly developed individual skills. This 
research focuses on both the collaborative intelligence and the benefits of 
hardware that has been adapted to maximise specific skills. In this paper we 
seek to define the environment for developing a cricket based collaborative 
research effort and present guidelines to allow fair and intelligent play. 

Introduction 

Research into the collaborative behaviour of robots in a non-deterministic 
environment has become popular in the last few years. Projects ranging from insect 
like swarms and hives to competitive games like robot soccer are being used as test 
environments to develop systems of multiple robots that coordinate and collaborate to 
achieve a common objective. The coordination of multiple autonomous robots is a 
difficult prospect with significant possibilities.  

The reality of robots and their capabilities in the 1990’s is far different from the 
notions put forward by movie makers and the media. The mention of the word robot 
to most people means a sentient being capable of imitating a human in all ways. In 
reality robots have the potential to become much more than this. Unlike humans who 
are generally restricted in the number of arms, legs, eyes and abilities that they posses, 
robots can be customised to fulfil specific tasks with much greater adaptability. 
Where some environments go beyond the bounds of human survivability, robots can 
be designed to function and achieve important goals. Disaster rescue, fire fighting, 
underwater and interstellar exploration are just a few potential uses for robots.  

And yet, like humans there are potential problems with such missions. To send one 
robot into a burning building, no matter how well it has been prepared, protected 
against the flames, smoke and heat, it is a risk if, for whatever reason, that robot is 
unable to complete its task. In such cases it may be a matter of life and death. In the 
case of long distance space exploration, sending a robot as far as Mars may cost 
hundreds of millions of dollars. It would be terribly disappointing if, after all that time 
money and effort, the robot crash landed, or worse, just sat there. 

Alternatively, multiple autonomous robots could be used, each assigned with a 
common objective and designed in such a way that if one robot fails, the remaining 
robots are able to cope with the loss and still achieve the mission objective. It may 
take longer with fewer units available, but it’s better late than never. Issues of 
redundancy where more robots are used than needed can improve the odds of timely 
completion. 

Robot research can be a costly business. Building robot hardware, especially for 
those whose skills are in different areas, is often a less than satisfying approach. 
While the scale of many real world tasks for which robots are well suited often make 
them prohibitively expensive, smaller projects that are sensibly managed, have 
economic viability and can still explore many of the same problems.  

APPENDIX I, Project synopsis 

mailto:majoor@deakin.edu.au
mailto:price@eng.monash.edu.au
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Sporting contests have served humans for centuries as both a means of 
entertainment and as a means of settling political differences without going to all out 
war. In either case, attributes and skills were identified and improved so that next time 
there would be an improvement in the level of play. A great deal about teamwork, 
individual skills and multi-agent planning can be learned from such contests. Robot 
sporting contests offer similar benefits and if well managed can be achieved on 
sustainable, practical budgets (Minoru Asada 1997). Importantly, robot sporting 
competitions allow for the development of individual and collaborative skills. One 
such opportunity is robot cricket. 

Cricket is a team game, played in two major forms at international level, test match 
and one day limited overs. It has a number of benefits in that both the collaborative 
nature of robotics and the benefits of individually specialised hardware can be 
explored in the context of the same environment. The robots required need not be 
expensive, and can be fashioned by students with the appropriate support. Fielder 
robots can be constructed most simply, and need exhibit only relatively simple 
behaviours. Bowler robots are more complex in that they have to recover the ball and 
bowl it. Batsman robots offer a significant challenge to be entertaining. As a result a 
competitive dynamic environment can be established covering such broad areas as 
multi-agent collaboration, task specific hardware design, vision, image analysis, 
artificial intelligence, planning, distributed control and tactics. Most importantly, 
robot cricket provides a research focus that is relatively well understood in the general 
community and is appealing to students. It provides a solid marketing potential for 
demonstrating the skills and knowledge of the research institution. 

Expected Research Benefits 

The expected results of this research effort will not be apparent for several years. 
Robot cricket is a long-term strategy requiring the involvement of students and 
supervisors at both the undergraduate and postgraduate level. The broad nature of the 
research effort allows for a diverse approach. For example, a fielder would require 
high manoeuvrability to cope most efficiently with the random movement of the ball. 
This suggests that an omni-directional chassis would be most suited to this task. The 
mechanics and control of a reliable omni-directional platform would be a project most 
suitable for a postgraduate student. Developing a control system that emulates the 
behaviour of a fielder is a task that can be managed by a coordinated undergraduate 
program. The more complicated aspects of the cricket playing system, including 
vision, highly specialised behaviour and, in particular, collaboration of multiple 
independent agents, are tasks suitable for the doctorate level. 

Cricket (Council 1998) is a well-understood problem that has particular local 
interest. Robot cricket takes into consideration specific skills and expertise in 
software, electronics and mechanics. Using cricket as a basis for a long-term research 
effort presents an opportunity to attract students, community interest and industry. For 
students the benefits are a project that is exciting, popular and dynamic. Projects of 
this nature also tend to attract community interest and awareness of the work being 
undertaken. Of greatest interest is the public demonstration of the skills and attributes 
of the students involved. 

Research into multiple collaborative agents is a research task of particular interest 
around the world. (Hiroaki Kitano 1995) In order to promote intelligent teamwork and 
collaborative behaviour a significant amount of coordination, planning and control is 
necessary. Fielders in a game of cricket are required to catch, stop and return the ball 
with the maximum efficiency. Deciding which fielders are to act and what behaviours 
they are to demonstrate is a complex task. Selecting which fielder to retrieve the ball 
with the maximum efficiency is more than simply selecting the nearest one. If the ball 
is hit with speed, it may pass two of three fielders and hence be nearest to them all at 
one time or another. Therefore a more intelligent selection process is required. When 
the bowler is preparing to deliver the ball, it is common practice for him to set the 
field. In cricket, depending on how the bowler is planning to bowl, he may choose to 
set an offensive or defensive field and in so doing select different types of offence and 
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defence. This necessitates collaboration between the bowler and his fielders. 
Collaboration between autonomous vehicles is a complex problem that has substantial 
application beyond entertainment (David B. Weaver ) 

Intelligent selection of robot size and components allows low cost systems to be 
developed. The use of simple, low cost manufacturing processes also allows for 
creativity and affordability in robot design. While other competitive and collaborative 
robot projects require substantial financial input, the cost of robot cricket may be 
distributed to serve the needs of many students over a sustained period. 

The most complex aspects of this research effort involve analysis of real time 
video, distributed network control, task specific and collaborative hardware and 
software design. All of which require substantial research and are of benefit beyond 
the scope of a game of cricket. 

Specific Research tasks 

The overall project as detailed in this paper will require participation at many levels 
from undergraduate through to doctorate. Appropriate supervision at all levels, as well 
as an overall means of coordination will also be required. The specific tasks 
envisaged include: 

 
• Image capture 

The playing field and all objects of interest on it must be captured in real time and 
presented to the image analyser.  

 
• Object extraction and recognition 

All relevant objects such as the players, ball, wickets, popping creases and the 
boundary must be extracted from the image received from the image capture system.  

 
• Object tracking 

This system must maintain both the current and previous positions and orientations 
of all objects in real time.  

 
• Umpiring 

The umpiring system must be able to make all the decisions a normal cricket 
umpire must. This includes catches, fours, sixes and byes. The umpiring system must 
rely on the information received from the object recognition and tracking systems and 
the feedback required from both team’s servers. In all rulings the umpire’s decision is 
final and so this system must demonstrate a high degree of reliability. 

 
• Scoring 

The scoring system must be able to keep track of the current score as well as all 
batter and bowler statistics. To do this it must be able to use the information received 
from the umpire as well as from the tracking system to determine runs scored and 
batsman dismissed. It must also maintain the statistics of the game.  

 
• Networked information distribution 

The umpiring system must inform the team servers about the state of play and must 
be informed by the team servers about the state of the players. To do this an ethernet 
link will be used with TCP/IP. TCP/IP packet type and the information contents will 
need to be standardised. 

 
• Robust communication 

A wireless communication system is required for communications between the 
players and their servers. This communication system must be able to operate in an 
environment that includes electronic noise from motors, computers and other 
communication systems. 
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• Strategic planning systems 
Coordination of the bowling and fielding side as well as shot selection on the part 

of the batting side are complex tasks requiring an understanding of the current state of 
play as well as predicting the intentions of the opposing team. Since both team servers 
are independent this is an example of interpreting the actions of hostile agents in a 
non-deterministic environment. 

 
• Task specific autonomous robot control 

The needs of a batting robot are different and in opposition to the needs of the 
bowling and fielding robots. The control requirements of each rely heavily on the 
specific tasks they are required to perform, and the nature of the task specific 
hardware with which they are endowed. 

 
• Task Specific Hardware 

Batsmen robots and bowler robots are examples of task specific hardware existing 
within a collaborative environment although in the batsman’s case everyone else is 
collaborating against him. Batting, bowling and fielding mechanisms must be 
designed to service these needs. 

 
• Automated commentary system 

Effective commentary of the game will increase the interest in the game being 
played. An automated commentary must be able to analyse the state of play and use 
the appropriate comments at the right time. 

 
• Internet view of a test match 

Any interesting aspect of this research is the ability to expand the awareness of the 
progress of research by means of the internet. A person on the internet must be able to 
view the game and hear the commentary. He should be able to pick the camera he 
wishes to view and be able to view the current score as well as any statistics and trend 
lines he wishes, for example the run rate required. 

A Model for the Environment 

Robot cricket offers several environmental models in which to develop collaborative 
robot research. The most significant of these models is played on a scaled cricket field 
where two teams of 11 compete in either a limited over or test match format. Other 
formats include indoor cricket (Council 1998) with a limited number of players per 
side and the practice net which may be used with as few as one batsman robot and one 
bowler robot. 

Cricket is normally played on outdoor fields with grass. The scaled robot version 
makes use of carpet or felt as the surface and a golf ball as the ball. In each 
environmental model a global vision system is used. One or more cameras placed 
above the field relay positional information of players and ball to an off field central 
control system. The off field control system or Global Umpiring System (GUS) 
processes the images in real time and disseminates the information retrieved 
simultaneously to two independent servers, one for the batting side and one for the 
bowler/fielder side. The information about the state of play is distributed using 
standard TCP/IP network protocols and known packet formats. This allows 
independent development of the Batting Server (BS) and the Bowler/Fielder Server 
(BFS). By separating specific player attributes and control systems using standard 
network protocols a substantial level of platform independence is achieved. Teams 
from various institutions may select their own hardware and operating systems to 
develop and control their players as long as they conform with the standards of the 
GUS interface. The use of a central global umpiring system ensures that each team 
receives an equal and fair amount of information about the state of play. It also 
develops the concept in cricket that the final decision rests with the umpire, hence the 
umpire is independent of either team. 
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Several significant factors determine the size of the robots involved. The cost of 
developing hardware, availability of affordable generic components, transportability 
and the ability to implement a diverse range of ideas in physical robot hardware 
require a specification that is neither too big or too small. A golf ball has been 
selected as the standard scale cricket ball. With these thoughts in mind the following 
physical specifications have been selected as being the most versatile. 
1. The maximum convex area in the horizontal plane for each fielder robot, including 

the wicket keeper, shall not exceed 70cm2 at any time. 
2. The maximum convex area in the horizontal plane for the batsman shall be 70cm2. 

The bat, arm and sensor may extend from this area provided that the bat remains in 
a vertical plane at all times. I.e. no horizontal bats. 

3. The maximum convex area in the horizontal plane for the bowler shall be 70cm2. 
The bowling and ball retrieval mechanism may extend no more than 6cm beyond 
this area. 

4. The maximum height for each individual robot shall be 20cm. 
 
During the play of a delivery the ball must remain in contact with the ground. I.e. the 
ball is bowled along the ground, played (hit) along the ground and returned along the 
ground. 

The edge of the field is designated by a raised boundary marker. 
The pitch shall be 2.6m wicket to wicket. The popping crease shall be 30cm in 

front of the wicket at either end. The popping crease is the line that the batsman must 
cross when scoring a run and also the line that the bowler must remain behind when 
delivering the ball. 

Normally when the batsman scores a run, he must cross the popping crease at the 
far end of the pitch. For reasons of improved game continuity only one batsman takes 
the field at a time. For a single batsman to score a run, he must run across a scoring 
line half way between both wickets and back to his popping crease. To run the 
batsman out, the wicket at the batter’s end must be broken before the batsman returns. 

In a collaborative environment it is essential that the independence of each entity 
within the environment be maintained to at least some degree. This is to ensure that 
actions intended for a specific robot can be transmitted without confusion. Each robot 
is identified by a code that is visible to the overhead vision system. The code takes the 
form of a simple bar code between distinguishable front and rear markers. The bar 
code may have up to 16 unique combinations that is more than enough to describe the 
number of players on the field at any one time. 

 

  
 
 Fig. 1. Barcode identification of individual robots 
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 Each player has a unique code, the batsman, bowler, wicket keeper and umpire 
shall be assigned a specific code. 

Communications is maintained between the robots and their respective servers by 
means of a wireless link. The method and type of communication is flexible and may 
be organised by the individual teams. 

A Model for Fair Play 

Batsman 

The batsman must strike the ball with the bat to score runs. The width of the bat shall 
be the same as the diameter of the ball. The height of the batting surface shall be 
between 3 to 4 times the diameter of the ball. The central axis of the face of the bat 
must remain in a vertical plane. The force that a batsman may apply to the ball when 
striking it shall be limited and will be defined in a later paper. 

Dismissing a batsman 
The batsman will be bowled when a fair delivery hits the wicket. A Leg Before 
Wicket (LBW) dismissal may be appealed for when the batsman’s body is the only 
thing that prevents the ball striking the wicket during a fair delivery. The batsman 
must inform its batting server if the ball has struck bat and/or body. The off field 
umpire system will then determine if the batsman is out LBW. The batsman may be 
caught in the field by a fielder who is stationary at the time of, and for a designated 
period after, catching the ball. The ball is deemed caught if it rolls into, and remains 
within a U shaped cavity at the front of the fielding robot. 
The batsman may dismissed, caught behind, by the wicket keeper who need not be 
stationary at the time of catching. The batsman may be dismissed if the wicket is 
broken by the ball during a fair delivery while out of his crease. Only the ball may 
touch the wicket and at no time shall any robot touch the wicket. 

Scoring Runs 
The batsman may score a run after striking the ball by crossing a designated scoring  
line and returning to his popping crease. Four runs may be scored when the ball 
reaches the boundary. The boundary is defined as a small physical obstacle. Six runs 
are scored when the batsman hits the ball across the boundary. 

Bowler 

The bowler must bowl the ball along the ground toward the batsman to deliver a ball. 
If desired, the ball may be spun to give the ball a curved trajectory along the ground. 
If the ball leaves the pitch at any time before it comes level with the wicket, a wide 
shall be called. One sundry is scored automatically for each wide. If the bowler is not 
behind the popping crease when he releases the ball for a delivery, it shall be deemed 
a no ball and must be re-bowled. One sundry is scored automatically for each no ball. 
The force that a bowler may apply to the ball when bowling shall be limited and will 
be defined in a later paper. 
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Wicket Keeper 

The specifications for being caught behind by the wicket keeper are the same for any 
normal fielder except that the wicket keeper may be moving whilst catching the ball 
provided part of his body is within 20cm of the wicket and behind the wicket.  
 In any other circumstance the wicket keeper is considered a normal fielder. If the 
wicket keeper suspects that the batsman is out of his crease, he may cause the 
batsman to be stumped by rolling the ball to break the wicket. He may not touch the 
wicket himself. 
 
 

Fig. 2. Valid position of wicket keeper 

 
 
 

 

 

Fielders 

The fielders must catch or stop the ball after it has been struck with the bat and must 
hit the wicket with it or return it to the bowler. To catch a ball the fielder must be 
stationary before, during and after the ball enters the fielders catching U shaped 
cavity. The mouth of the cavity must be no wider than 12cm. The ball must remain 
inside the cavity in order for the batsman to be deemed caught. The GUS must be 
informed when each fielder is mobile. It must also be informed when a ball is within a 
catching cavity. After controlling the ball the fielder must either hit the wicket with 
the ball to attempt a run out, or shall return it to the bowler. To attempt a run out the 
ball must strike the wicket before the batsman returns to his crease. The fielder with 
the ball may not touch the wicket. The ball must not be in contact with the fielder and 
the wicket simultaneously. The fielder may never launch the ball into the air. To 
return the ball to the bowler, the fielder may roll the ball to him, or may directly pass 
the ball to him. 

The Global Umpiring System (GUS) 

This system is charged with keeping track of the player’s and ball’s positions and 
with making any decisions that an umpire would have to make as well as 
disseminating the state of play to the BS and BFS.  

The umpire is required to make the following decisions: 

Bowled 

The GUS needs to determine if ball or bat hits the wicket after bowling. 

 

Wicket Keeper 

wicket 

20cm 
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LBW 

The GUS needs to follow the line of the ball when bowled. If the ball would have hit 
the wicket, but was interrupted by the batsman’s body, then an LBW has occurred. 
The batsman itself must reveal whether its body was hit via its batting server. If it 
does not the GUS is free to make a ruling. 

Run out 

The GUS must determine if the wicket was broken by the ball when the batsman was 
out of his crease. 

Wide 

If the GUS determines that the ball has left the pitch during a delivery it must signal a 
wide to both servers. One sundry is added to the batting total. 

Leg Bye 

The batsman must reveal whenever the ball touches the bat or the body through its 
server so that the GUS may determine runs or byes. Leg byes are not awarded to 
prevent batsmen from failing to offer a shot and using their body’s to deflect the ball 
instead. 

Caught 

To catch a ball the fielder must be stationary before, during and after the ball enters 
the fielders catching U shaped cavity. The ball must remain inside the cavity in order 
for the batsman to be deemed caught. The GUS must determine if the fielder has met 
the requirements of a catch. 

Four runs 

The ball hitting the field boundary whilst the ball is in play will constitute four runs 
(or byes). This boundary shall be deemed as a small physical barrier at the edge of the 
field. 

Six runs 

If the batsman hits the ball such that it crosses the boundary, the GUS shall signal six 
runs. 

Communications 

The GUS must communicate with each team’s server. Communication will be 
facilitated with the use of standard ethernet connections using TCP/IP. It will 
continuously send a standard TCP/IP packet to each server. Each server must respond 
with its own packet containing specified information in a designated format. The 
precise protocol shall be discussed in a later paper. 
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Specifying Positional Information 

At this stage several forms of coordinate geometry are under consideration for 
specifying positional information. Both Cartesian and polar systems with several 
different origins are of use. The exact nature of the positional information will be 
discussed in a later paper. 

Conclusion 

Robot cricket offers an opportunity to explore collaborative and individualistic 
behaviours in a hostile, non-deterministic environment. It is a problem that involves 
many individual tasks in a long term, cost effective research and development 
program. Robot cricket has the potential to attract both student and community 
interest as well as demonstrating a wide variety of hardware, software, electronics and 
networking skills to industry. Central to these tasks will be the development of a 
distributed artificial intelligence system for the control of multiple autonomous agents 
in a non-deterministic environment. 
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cricket.c                       Page 1 of 4

// IMPORTANT THIS CODE IS BASED ON A 10MHZ CLOCK!
#include <p18f452.h>
#include <usart.h>
#include <delays.h>
#include <adc.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <timers.h>
#include <pwm.h>
#include <cricket_functions.h>
#include <greater_functions.c>
#include <wait_functions.c>
#include <sensor_functions.c> // Eyes
#include <comm_functions.c> // TALKING!
#include <motor_functions.c> // LEGS
#include <servo_functions.c>// BATTING ARM
// Declare PreProcessor constants
// Declare GlobalVariables
int k;
void doIntro(void){

//Flash port D bit 2 (pin21) 7 times to give alive signal
for(k=0;k<7;k++)
{

PORTDbits.RD2 = 1;
wait1msx(30);
PORTDbits.RD2 = 0;
wait1msx(30);

}

putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" Hello, \n\n Cricket command promt:\n \
Press \'h\' for help\n\n");

}
void doOnce(void)
{

State.verbose=1;
State.verbose2=0;
State.RangeInterupt=0;
State.RangeActive=0;
State.ServoInterupt=0;
State.ServoActive=0;
State.ServoCounterActive=0;
State.WheelActive=0;
State.WheelCounterActive=1;
State.toggle_diod_var=1;
State.ProximityActive=0;
State.MovingRelative=0;
State.LeftMotorOn=0;
State.LeftMotorFwd=0;
State.RightMotorOn=0;
State.RightMotorFwd=0;
State.CommandActive=0;
State.ProximityReact=0;
State.RegulatorActive=0;
Sensor1.level_inf=0;
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Sensor2.level_inf=0;
Sensor1.level_50=S1LVL1;
Sensor2.level_50=S2LVL1;
Sensor1.level_30=S1LVL2;
Sensor2.level_30=S2LVL2;
Sensor1.level_10=S1LVL3;
Sensor2.level_10=S2LVL3;
Comm.command='@';
LeftMotor.speed=0;
RightMotor.speed=0;
LeftMotor.wantedspeed=0;
RightMotor.wantedspeed=0;
Sensor1.value0=0;
Sensor2.value0=0;
Sensor1.value1=0;
Sensor2.value1=0;
Sensor1.value2=0;
Sensor2.value2=0;
Sensor1.mode0=0;
Sensor2.mode0=0;
Sensor1.mode1=0;
Sensor2.mode1=0;
LeftWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt=30000; // Far away
RightWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt=30000;
LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt=0;
RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt=0;
LeftWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=0;
RightWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=0;
LeftWheelSensor.abs_cnt=0;
RightWheelSensor.abs_cnt=0;
LeftWheelSensor.current=2;
RightWheelSensor.current=2;
Proximity.result=0;
Proximity.result2=0;
Proximity.result3=0;
Proximity.skip=0;
ServoBat.position=0;
ServoBat.position2=0;
ServoBat.restposition=42;
LeftMotor.speed=LOW_POW;
RightMotor.speed=LOW_POW;
LeftMotor.wantedspeed=LOW_POW;
RightMotor.wantedspeed=LOW_POW;
LeftMotor.lowForward=LEFTMOTOR_LOWFWD;
RightMotor.lowForward=RIGHTMOTOR_LOWFWD;
LeftMotor.highForward=LEFTMOTOR_HIGHFWD;
RightMotor.highForward=RIGHTMOTOR_HIGHFWD;
LeftMotor.lowBackward=LEFTMOTOR_LOWREV;
RightMotor.lowBackward=RIGHTMOTOR_LOWREV;
LeftMotor.highBackward=LEFTMOTOR_HIGHREV;
RightMotor.highBackward=RIGHTMOTOR_HIGHREV;
LeftMotor.maxSpeedForward=0;
LeftMotor.maxSpeedBackward=0;
RightMotor.maxSpeedForward=0;
RightMotor.maxSpeedBackward=0;
Reg.L0=0;
Reg.L1=0;
Reg.L2=0;
Reg.R0=0;
Reg.R1=0;
Reg.R2=0;
Reg.Lspeed=0;
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Reg.Rspeed=0;
Reg.Counter=0;
Reg.fracLeftSpeed=0;
Reg.fracRightSpeed=0;
Reg.fracDiffSpeed=0;
Reg.fracDiffSensors=0;
Reg.fracDiffSensors2Speed=0;
Game.WDA=0;
Game.INFL=0;
Game.RDA=0;
Proximity.result=0;
ServoBat.counter=0;
TRISA=0;
TRISB=0;
TRISD=0;
TRISBbits.TRISB7=1;
TRISBbits.TRISB6=1;
TRISBbits.TRISB5=1;
TRISBbits.TRISB4=1;
PORTA=5; // Means that Vin on RangeSensor are high and therefore
disabled
PORTD=0;
PORTB=0;
doOpenUSART();
doIntro();
RCONbits.IPEN = 1; //enable priority levels
INTCONbits.GIEH = 1; //enable interrupts
doStartMotor();

}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---
// High priority interrupt vector
#pragma code InterruptVectorHigh = 0x08
void
InterruptVectorHigh (void)
{

_asm
goto InterruptHandlerHigh //jump to interrupt routine

_endasm
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---
// High priority interrupt routine
#pragma code
#pragma interrupt InterruptHandlerHigh
void InterruptHandlerHigh ()
{

if(PIR1bits.RCIF)
{

PIR1bits.RCIF=0;
Comm.command=getcUSART();
priorityCommands();
State.CommandActive=1;

}
if (INTCONbits.TMR0IF)

{ //check for TMR0 overflow
INTCONbits.TMR0IF = 0; //clear interrupt flag
readWheelSensors();
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TMR0H=0; // Clear out timer registers
TMR0L=0;
check_moveRelative();

if(State.RegulatorActive)
{

if(Reg.Counter<30) // Regulates every 30 sweep of Timer0
{

Reg.Counter++;
}
else
{

regulate();
Reg.Counter=0;

}
}

}
if (PIR1bits.TMR1IF)

{
PIR1bits.TMR1IF = 0;
State.RangeInterupt=1;// The interupt is handeld in main
TMR1H=0; // Clear out timer registers
TMR1L=0;
checkRangeSensors();

//clear interrupt flag
}

if (PIR2bits.TMR3IF){
PIR2bits.TMR3IF = 0;
State.ServoInterupt=1;
TMR3H=0;
TMR3L=0;
checkServo();
}

if (PIR1bits.ADIF)
{
PIR1bits.ADIF = 0;
if(Proximity.skip<25){

Proximity.skip++;
doStartProximitySensor();

}
else{

State.ProximityInterupt=1;
checkProximitySensor();
Proximity.skip=0;

}
}

// PIR1bits.RCIF = 0; Clears the USART Recieve flag
}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---
//*****************************MAIN*****************************
//*****************************MAIN*****************************
void main(void){
doOnce();

while(1){
toggleLoopDiod();
doCommListen();
printSensorValues();

// basic_aim_strike();
}

}
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#define PRE_SERVO1_MIN 55
#define PRE_SERVO1_MAX 188
#define PRE_SERVO1_MIDDLE 122
#define PRE_PWM_MOTOR 249
#define PRE_PWM_MOTOR_DUTYCYCLEMAX 1000
#define LOW_POW 870
#define HIGH_POW 1000
#define LEFTMOTOR_LOWFWD 870
#define LEFTMOTOR_HIGHFWD 1000
#define LEFTMOTOR_LOWREV 870
#define LEFTMOTOR_HIGHREV 1000
#define RIGHTMOTOR_LOWFWD 870
#define RIGHTMOTOR_HIGHFWD 1000
#define RIGHTMOTOR_LOWREV 870
#define RIGHTMOTOR_HIGHREV 1000
#define WHEEL_CF 37 //Wheel cirumferrence in millimeter
#define USART_WAIT 20
#define S1LVL1 86
#define S1LVL2 94
#define S1LVL3 106

#define S2LVL1 94
#define S2LVL2 100
#define S2LVL3 114

// State Variables
union{

struct {
unsigned verbose:1;
unsigned verbose2:1;
unsigned ProximityActive:1;
unsigned ProximityInterupt:1;
unsigned toggle_diod_var:1;
unsigned RangeActive:1;
unsigned RangeInterupt:1;
unsigned ServoActive:1;
unsigned ServoInterupt:1;
unsigned ServoCounterActive:1;
unsigned WheelActive:1;
unsigned WheelCounterActive:1;
unsigned MovingRelative:1;
unsigned LeftMotorOn:1;
unsigned LeftMotorFwd:1;
unsigned RightMotorOn:1;
unsigned RightMotorFwd:1;
unsigned ServoCharged:1;
unsigned CommandActive:1;
unsigned ProximityReact:1;
unsigned RegulatorActive:1;

};
}State;

// ------------Structs---------
// --------Global----------
struct {
char outstr [10];
char instr [10];

}G ;
// --------Communication----------
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struct {
unsigned char command;
unsigned char oldcommand;

}Comm ;
// --------Motors----------
struct {

int wantedspeed;
int speed;
int lowForward; //Used in calibration
int highForward; //Used in calibration
int lowBackward; //Used in calibration
int highBackward; //Used in calibration
int maxSpeedForward; // Used in decision
int maxSpeedBackward; // Used in decision

}LeftMotor,RightMotor;
// --------Sensors----------
struct {

unsigned char value0;
unsigned char value1;
unsigned char value2;
unsigned char mode0; //should be between 1-3 and represents a fuzzy
logic level 0 means no level acquired
unsigned char mode1;
unsigned char level_inf; // Background noise
unsigned char level_50; // Ball at 50 cm
unsigned char level_30; // Ball at 30 cm
unsigned char level_10; // Ball at 10 cm

}Sensor1,Sensor2 ;
struct {

unsigned char current; // only boolean
signed int rel_stop_cnt; // produce
signed int rel_cnt; // increment when moving forward, decrement when
backward, relative position
unsigned long abs_cnt; // absoulute counter
unsigned char act_on_rel_cnt; // boolean flag set if rel_stop_mark is
reached during polling

} LeftWheelSensor,RightWheelSensor;
struct {

int result;
int result2;
int result3;
unsigned char skip;

}Proximity;
// --------Servo----------
struct{

unsigned char counter;
unsigned char key;
unsigned char position;
unsigned char position2;
unsigned char restposition;

}ServoBat;
//---------Decsision------
struct{

signed char WDA; // Wanted deflection angle -3 to 3 where 0 is middle
signed char INFL; // Influence a weighted measurement to transform WDA
to RDA
signed char RDA; // Relizable deflection angle -3 to 3 where 0 is
middle. This is the final decision of the robot

}Game;
//---------Calculated--------
struct{

int L0;
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int L1;
int L2;
int R0;
int R1;
int R2;
int Lspeed;
int Rspeed;
char fracLeftSpeed;
char fracRightSpeed;
char fracDiffSpeed;
char fracDiffSensors;
char fracDiffSensors2Speed;
unsigned char Counter;

}Reg;

//---------wait-------------
void wait10micsecx(unsigned int x);
void wait10micsec(void);
void wait1msx(unsigned int x);
void w8(void);
//-------servo----------------
void doStartServo(void);
void doStopServo(void);
void doRestartServo(void);
void aimBat(unsigned char direction, unsigned char time, unsigned char
restDirection);
void checkServo(void);
//------motor----------------
void doStartMotor(void);
void doStopMotor(void);
void doRestartMotor(void);
void forwardLeftMotor(void);
void forwardRightMotor(void);
void reverseLeftMotor(void);
void reverseRightMotor(void);
void stopLeftMotor(void);
void stopRightMotor(void);
int compensate(int low, int high,int x);
void regulate(void);
void calForward(int left, int right);
void calBackward(int left, int right);
void goForward(void);
void goBackward(void);
void bowLeft(void);
void bowRight(void);
void turnSoftRight(void);
void turnHardRight(void);
void turnSoftLeft(void);
void turnHardLeft(void);
void hardStop(void);
void doCalculateMaxSpeed(void);
void doCalibrateMotor(void);
void moveRelative(int left,int right, int leftspeed,int rightspeed);
void check_moveRelative(void);
void run_pattern1(void);
//----------comm------------
void doOpenUSART(void);
void doOpenUSART_noInt(void);
void doCloseUSART(void);
void doRestartUSART(void);
void printVar(void);
void printHelp(void);
void clearPositionSensors(void);
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void doCommListen(void);
void toggleLoopDiod(void);
void verbose(char[]);
void priorityCommands(void);
void printSensorValues(void);
//---------sensor-----------
void doStartWheelSensors(void);
void doStopWheelSensors(void);
void readWheelSensors(void);
void testSensor2(void);
void doStartMotorRegulator(void);
void doStopMotorRegulator(void);
void doStartRangeSensors(void);
void doStopRangeSensors(void);
void doRestartRangeSensors(void);
void readRangeSensors(void);
void checkRangeSensors(void);
void testInput(void);
void doStartProximitySensor(void);
void doStopProximitySensor(void);
void checkProximitySensor(void);
//------------servo-----------
void doStartServo(void);
void doStopServo(void);
void doRestartServo(void);
//------------greater functions-----------
void doRangeSensorCalibration(void);
void doSenseBall(void);
void basic_aim_strike(void);
unsigned char math_median(unsigned char a,unsigned char b, unsigned char
c);
void doDecideSensor1Level(void);
void doDecideSensor2Level(void);
void InterruptHandlerHigh (void);
void reactOnProximity(void);
void exampleCricketRun(void);
void calibrateRangeSensors(void);
void readAspace(void);
void resetCricketGameAttributes(void);
void simplePlay(void);
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void doSenseBall(void)
{
}
void doDecideSensor1Level(void){
unsigned char the_median;
the_median=math_median(Sensor1.value0,Sensor1.value1,Sensor1.value2);
if(the_median > 0 && the_median < Sensor1.level_50)
Sensor2.mode0=0;
else if(the_median > Sensor1.level_50 && the_median < Sensor1.level_30)
Sensor1.mode0=1;
else if(the_median > Sensor1.level_30 && the_median < Sensor1.level_10)
Sensor1.mode0=2;
else if(the_median > Sensor1.level_30 && the_median < 255)
Sensor1.mode0=3;
else
;
}
void doDecideSensor2Level(void){
unsigned char the_median;
the_median=math_median(Sensor2.value0,Sensor2.value1,Sensor2.value2);
if(the_median > 0 && the_median < Sensor2.level_50)
Sensor2.mode0=0;
else if(the_median > Sensor2.level_50 && the_median < Sensor2.level_30)
Sensor2.mode0=1;
else if(the_median > Sensor2.level_30 && the_median < Sensor2.level_10)
Sensor2.mode0=2;
else if(the_median > Sensor2.level_30 && the_median < 255)
Sensor2.mode0=3;
else
;
}
unsigned char math_median(unsigned char a,unsigned char b, unsigned char
c){ // not working yet
return a;
}

void resetCricketGameAttributes(void)
{

Game.RDA=0;
Game.INFL=0;
Sensor2.mode0=0;
Sensor1.mode0=0;
LeftWheelSensor.abs_cnt=0;
RightWheelSensor.abs_cnt=0;

}
void basic_aim_strike(void)
{

resetCricketGameAttributes();
doStartServo();
aimBat(178,35,ServoBat.restposition);
State.ServoCharged=1;
doStartProximitySensor();
State.ProximityReact=1;
doStartRangeSensors();
while(State.ServoCharged)
{

Game.RDA=Game.WDA+Game.INFL;
doDecideSensor1Level();
if(Sensor1.mode0==0 || Sensor2.mode0==0)
{
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if(Sensor1.mode0!=0 && Sensor1.mode0!=Sensor1.mode1)
{

if(Sensor1.mode0==1)
{

moveRelative(15,15,1000,950);
}
else if(Sensor1.mode0==2)
{

Game.INFL=-1;
moveRelative(10,5,1000,950);

}
else if(Sensor1.mode0==3)
{

Game.INFL=-3;
moveRelative(7,0,1000,950);

}
else
;

}
doDecideSensor2Level();
if(Sensor2.mode0!=0 && Sensor2.mode0!=Sensor2.mode1)
{

if(Sensor2.mode0==1)
{

moveRelative(-15,-15,1000,950);
}
else if(Sensor2.mode0==2)
{

Game.INFL=1;
moveRelative(-10,-5,1000,950);

}
else if(Sensor2.mode0==3)
{

Game.INFL=3;
moveRelative(-7,-0,1000,950);

}
else
;

}
}
else
{

if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)" \nDubble read error, skipn"
);

}
Sensor1.mode1=Sensor1.mode0;
Sensor2.mode1=Sensor2.mode0;
printSensorValues();

}
State.ProximityReact=0;
doStopRangeSensors();
doStopProximitySensor();
wait1msx(1000); // Give some extra time for the bot to settle down
moveRelative(0,0,1000,1000);
doStopWheelSensors();
hardStop();
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if(State.verbose)
{

putcUSART('o');
putcUSART('k');

}
}
void reactOnProximity(void){

if(Proximity.result > 260){
hardStop();
aimBat(4,30,30);
State.ServoCharged=0;
}

}
void doRangeSensorCalibration(void){
moveRelative(30,30,980,980);
wait1msx(10);
while(State.MovingRelative);
moveRelative(-15,15,980,980);
while(State.MovingRelative);
moveRelative(15,-15,980,980);
}

void exampleCricketRun(void)
{
int k;
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \nExample Cricket run will in about 7 seconds" );
for(k=0;k<5;k++){

toggleLoopDiod();
wait1msx(1000-100*k);
toggleLoopDiod();
wait1msx(1000-100*k);

}
run_pattern1();
}
void run_pattern1(void)
{
moveRelative(-17-LeftWheelSensor.abs_cnt,17-RightWheelSensor.abs_cnt,980,
980);
while(State.MovingRelative)
printSensorValues();//wait;
doStartMotorRegulator();
moveRelative(300,300,980,980);
while(State.MovingRelative)
printSensorValues();//wait;
doStopMotorRegulator();
moveRelative(-40,40,980,980);
while(State.MovingRelative)
printSensorValues();//wait;
doStartMotorRegulator();
moveRelative(300,300,980,980);
while(State.MovingRelative)
printSensorValues();//wait;
doStopMotorRegulator();
moveRelative(-22,22,980,980);
while(State.MovingRelative)
printSensorValues();//wait;
}

void readAspace(void)
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{
char tmp ;
tmp='@';
while(tmp!=' '){

while(!DataRdyUSART())
printSensorValues();

tmp = getcUSART();
}

}
void calibrateRangeSensors(void)
{
unsigned char tmplevels1 [4];
unsigned char tmplevels2 [4];
unsigned char k;
doCloseUSART();
doOpenUSART_noInt();
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \nRange Sensor calibration.\nPress i for numeric input.\nAny other key 
starts ordinary calibration" );
getsUSART(G.instr,1);
if(G.instr[0]!='i')
{

doStartRangeSensors();
State.verbose2=0;
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" Range sensor will go online upon when pressing space.\nSample output
by pressing space in the order [left right] [noball @50 @30 @10]" );
for(k=0;k<4;k++)
{

readAspace();
State.verbose2=1;
readAspace();
State.verbose2=0;
tmplevels1[k]=Sensor1.value0;
tmplevels2[k]=Sensor2.value0;
putcUSART('\n');

}
doStopRangeSensors();
State.verbose2=0;
Sensor1.level_inf=tmplevels1[0];
Sensor2.level_inf=tmplevels2[0];
Sensor1.level_50=tmplevels1[1];
Sensor2.level_50=tmplevels2[1];
Sensor1.level_30=tmplevels1[2];
Sensor2.level_30=tmplevels2[2];
Sensor1.level_10=tmplevels1[3];
Sensor2.level_10=tmplevels2[3];
w8();
putcUSART('O');
w8();
putcUSART('k');
w8();

}
else
{

putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \nProvide numeric values using three digits in the order [left
right]*[noball @50 @30 @10]" );
putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
G.instr[3]='\0';
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor1.level_inf=atoi(G.instr);
putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor2.level_inf=atoi(G.instr);
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putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor1.level_50=atoi(G.instr);
putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor2.level_50=atoi(G.instr);
putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor1.level_30=atoi(G.instr);
putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor2.level_30=atoi(G.instr);
putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor1.level_10=atoi(G.instr);
putcUSART('\n');
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
putsUSART(G.instr);
Sensor2.level_10=atoi(G.instr);
putsUSART(G.instr);
w8();
putcUSART('O');
w8();
putcUSART('k');
w8();

}
doCloseUSART();
doOpenUSART();
}

void simplePlay(void){
basic_aim_strike();
run_pattern1();
}
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// IMPORTANT THESE WAITFUNCTIONS ARE BASED ON 10MHZ
#define USART_WAIT 20

void wait10micsecx(unsigned int x)
{
unsigned int tmp;

for(tmp=2;tmp<x;tmp++)
{
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
}
Delay1TCY();
Delay10TCYx(1);

}
void wait10micsec(void)
{

Delay1TCY();
Delay10TCYx(2);

}
void wait1msx(unsigned int x)
{

unsigned int tmp;
for(tmp=1;tmp<x;tmp++){
Delay100TCYx(24);
Delay10TCYx(7);
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
Delay1TCY();
}
Delay100TCYx(24);
Delay10TCYx(6);
Delay1TCY();

}
void w8(void)
{

wait1msx(USART_WAIT);
}
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void doStartWheelSensors(void)
{

State.WheelActive=1;
TRISCbits.TRISC3=0; //Activates the signal to the photo interupters
PORTCbits.RC3=1;
OpenTimer0( TIMER_INT_ON & T0_8BIT & T0_SOURCE_INT & T0_PS_1_128 );

}
void doStopWheelSensors(void)
{

State.WheelActive=0;
CloseTimer0();
PORTCbits.RC3=0;

}
void readWheelSensors(void)
{

if(PORTBbits.RB5!=LeftWheelSensor.current)
{

if( State.LeftMotorOn&&State.LeftMotorFwd) //Forward
{

LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt++;
LeftWheelSensor.abs_cnt++;
if(LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt>=LeftWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt)
LeftWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=1;

}
if( State.LeftMotorOn && !State.LeftMotorFwd) // Backward
{

LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt--;
LeftWheelSensor.abs_cnt--;
if(LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt<=LeftWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt)
LeftWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=1;

}
LeftWheelSensor.current=PORTBbits.RB5;

}
if(PORTBbits.RB4!=RightWheelSensor.current)
{

if( State.RightMotorOn&&State.RightMotorFwd)
{

RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt++;
RightWheelSensor.abs_cnt++;

if(RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt>=RightWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt)
RightWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=1;

}
if( State.RightMotorOn&&!State.RightMotorFwd)
{

RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt--;
RightWheelSensor.abs_cnt--;
if(RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt<=RightWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt)
RightWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=1;

}
RightWheelSensor.current=PORTBbits.RB4;

}

}
void doStartMotorRegulator(void)
{
Reg.L0=0;
Reg.L1=0;
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Reg.R0=0;
Reg.R1=0;
Reg.Counter=0;
State.RegulatorActive=1;
}
void doStopMotorRegulator(void)
{
State.RegulatorActive=0;
}

void testSensor2(void)
{

PORTA=5; // 0000 0101
wait1msx(50);
PORTA=0;
wait1msx(50);

}
void doStartRangeSensors(void)
{

State.RangeActive=1;
PORTA=0;
OpenTimer1( TIMER_INT_ON & T1_16BIT_RW & T1_SOURCE_INT & T1_PS_1_4 &
T1_OSC1EN_OFF & T1_SYNC_EXT_OFF );

}
void doStopRangeSensors(void)
{

State.RangeActive=0;
PORTA=5;
wait1msx(2);
CloseTimer1();

}
void doRestartRangeSensors(void)
{

doStopRangeSensors();
doStartRangeSensors();

}
void readRangeSensors(void)
{

char outstr[4];
unsigned char sen1[8];
unsigned char sen2[8];
unsigned char outsen1;
unsigned char outsen2;
char loop;
for(loop=0;loop<8;loop++)
{

PORTA=5;
wait10micsecx(10);
PORTA=0;
wait10micsecx(10);
sen1[loop]=PORTBbits.RB7;
sen2[loop]=PORTBbits.RB6;

}
PORTA=5;
outsen1=sen1[0]*128+sen1[1]*64+sen1[2]*32+sen1[3]*16+sen1[4]*8+sen1[5]*
4+sen1[6]*2; // This CAN BE DONE BITWISE SOMEHOW
outsen2=sen2[0]*128+sen2[1]*64+sen2[2]*32+sen2[3]*16+sen2[4]*8+sen2[5]*
4+sen2[6]*2;
Sensor1.value2=Sensor1.value1;
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Sensor1.value1=Sensor1.value0;
Sensor1.value0=outsen1;
Sensor2.value2=Sensor2.value1;
Sensor2.value1=Sensor2.value0;
Sensor2.value0=outsen2;

}
void checkRangeSensors(void)
{

if (State.RangeInterupt && State.RangeActive)
{

PIR1bits.TMR1IF = 0;
readRangeSensors();
doRestartRangeSensors();

}
}
void doStartProximitySensor(void)
{

State.ProximityActive=1;
PORTDbits.RD0=1;
OpenADC( ADC_FOSC_64 & ADC_RIGHT_JUST & ADC_6ANA_0REF,ADC_CH6 &
ADC_INT_ON );
ConvertADC(); // Start conversion

}
void doStopProximitySensor(void)
{

State.ProximityActive=0;
PORTDbits.RD0=0;
CloseADC();

}
void doRestartProximitySensor(void){

doStopProximitySensor();
doStartProximitySensor();

}
void checkProximitySensor(void)
{

if(State.ProximityInterupt && State.ProximityActive){
Proximity.result3=Proximity.result2;
Proximity.result2=Proximity.result;
Proximity.result = ReadADC(); // Read result if ADC-finished
if(State.ProximityReact)
{

if(Proximity.result > 300 && Proximity.result2 >300 && Proximity.
result3 > 300){
moveRelative(-2*Game.RDA,2*Game.RDA,1000,1000);
aimBat(14,30,30);
State.ServoCharged=0;
State.ProximityReact=0;

if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"**FIRE**");

}
}
doRestartProximitySensor();
}

}
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void doOpenUSART(void){
OpenUSART (USART_TX_INT_OFF &

USART_RX_INT_ON &
USART_ASYNCH_MODE &
USART_EIGHT_BIT &
USART_CONT_RX &
USART_BRGH_HIGH, 16);

}
void doOpenUSART_noInt(void)
{

OpenUSART (USART_TX_INT_OFF &
USART_RX_INT_OFF &
USART_ASYNCH_MODE &
USART_EIGHT_BIT &
USART_CONT_RX &
USART_BRGH_HIGH, 16);

}
void doCloseUSART(void){
CloseUSART();
}
void doRestartUSART(void){
CloseUSART();
doOpenUSART();
}
void verbose(char x[]){
if(State.verbose)
putsUSART(x);
}
void printVar(void){

char outstr [4];
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\nMotor Variables\n [left:right][WantedSpeed Speed MaxForward
MaxBackward]: ");

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.wantedspeed,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.wantedspeed,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.speed,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.speed,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.maxSpeedForward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.maxSpeedForward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.maxSpeedBackward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
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putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.maxSpeedBackward,G.outstr));
w8();

putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\nCalibration vector [left:right][lowF lowB highF highB] ");

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.lowForward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.lowForward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.lowBackward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.lowBackward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.highForward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.highForward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.highBackward,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.highBackward,G.outstr));

w8();
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\nSensor Variables\n Wheel Sensors [Left-Right][rel abs]= ");

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftWheelSensor.abs_cnt,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightWheelSensor.abs_cnt,G.outstr));

w8();
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\nSensor Variables\n Range Sensors [Left-Right][noBall @50 @30 @10]=
");

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor1.level_inf,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor2.level_inf,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor1.level_50,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');
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w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor2.level_50,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor1.level_30,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor2.level_30,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor1.level_10,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Sensor2.level_10,G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

}
void clearPositionSensors(void)
{

putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\nClearing relative position counters... ");
w8();
LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt=0;
RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt=0;

}
void priorityCommands(void){

if(Comm.command=='R')
{

if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)" \n !!RESET CALLED!!..." );
Reset();

}
}

void doCommListen(void){
if (!State.CommandActive)
return;
Comm.oldcommand=Comm.command;
if(Comm.command=='h')

printHelp();
else if(Comm.command=='P')

printVar();
else if(Comm.command=='v')

if(State.verbose)
{

State.verbose=0;
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t VERBOSE OFF");

}
else
{

State.verbose=1;
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t VERBOSE ON");

}
else if(Comm.command=='V')

if(State.verbose2)
{
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State.verbose2=0;
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t Sensor inputs OFF");

}
else
{

State.verbose2=1;
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t Sensor inputs ON");

}
else if(Comm.command=='C')

clearPositionSensors();
//--------- MOTOR CONTROL

else if (Comm.command=='w'){
goForward();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t ...moving
forward!");

}
else if (Comm.command=='s'){

hardStop();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t ...stop!");

}
else if (Comm.command=='a'){

turnSoftLeft();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t ...left turn!");

}
else if (Comm.command=='d'){

turnSoftRight();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t ...right turn!");

}
else if (Comm.command=='q'){

turnHardLeft();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t ...twist left!");

}
else if (Comm.command=='e'){

turnHardRight();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t ...twist right!");

}
else if (Comm.command=='x'){

goBackward();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\n\t ...moving
backward");

}
else if (Comm.command=='z')

{
LeftMotor.wantedspeed-=10;
RightMotor.wantedspeed-=10;
if(State.verbose)
{

putcUSART('\n');
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.wantedspeed,G.outstr));
w8();
putcUSART('\t');
w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.wantedspeed,G.outstr));

}
}

else if (Comm.command=='c')
{

LeftMotor.wantedspeed+=10;
RightMotor.wantedspeed+=10;
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if (LeftMotor.wantedspeed>1000)
LeftMotor.wantedspeed=1000;
if (RightMotor.wantedspeed>1000)
RightMotor.wantedspeed=1000;
if(State.verbose)
{

putcUSART('\n');
putsUSART(ltoa(LeftMotor.wantedspeed,G.outstr));
w8();
putcUSART('\t');
w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(RightMotor.wantedspeed,G.outstr));

}
}

else if (Comm.command=='1')
{

if(State.WheelActive){
doStopWheelSensors();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...stoping WheelSensors");
}

else{
doStartWheelSensors();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...starting WheelSensors");
}

}
else if (Comm.command=='2')

{
if(State.RangeActive){

if(State.verbose)
doStopRangeSensors();
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...stoping RangeSensors");
}

else{
if(State.verbose)
doStartRangeSensors();
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...starting RangeSensors");
}

}
else if (Comm.command=='3')

{
if(State.ProximityActive){

State.ProximityReact=1;
doStopProximitySensor();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...stoping ProximitySensor");
}

else {
doStartProximitySensor();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...starting ProximitySensor");
}

}
else if (Comm.command=='4')

{
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if(State.ServoActive){
doStopServo();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...stoping ServoArm");
}

else{
doStartServo();

if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...starting ServoArm");

}
}

else if (Comm.command=='r')
{

if(State.RegulatorActive){
doStopMotorRegulator();
if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...stoping Regulator");
}

else{
doStartMotorRegulator();

if(State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\t ...starting Regulator");

}
}

else if(Comm.command=='*')
{

doCalibrateMotor();
}

else if(Comm.command=='u'){
aimBat(2,100,0);

if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)" \n !!ServoBat min!!..."
);

}
else if(Comm.command=='i'){

aimBat(PRE_SERVO1_MIDDLE,100,0);
if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \n !!ServoBat middle!!..." );

}
else if(Comm.command=='o'){

aimBat (PRE_SERVO1_MAX,100,0);
if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)" \n !!ServoBat max!!..."
);

}
else if(Comm.command=='j' && ServoBat.position>4)
{
aimBat (ServoBat.position-4,100,0);

if(State.verbose)
{

putcUSART('\n');
w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(ServoBat.position,G.outstr));

}
}
else if(Comm.command=='k' && ServoBat.position<PRE_SERVO1_MAX-4)
{
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aimBat (ServoBat.position+4,100,0);
if(State.verbose)
{

putcUSART('\n');
w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(ServoBat.position,G.outstr));

}
}
else if(Comm.command=='n')
{

if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \n !!Batting release!!..." );

aimBat(10,30,ServoBat.restposition);
}
else if(Comm.command=='N')
{

if (State.verbose){
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \nSetting servobat restposition to " );
w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(ServoBat.position,G.outstr));

}
ServoBat.restposition=ServoBat.position;

}
else if(Comm.command=='m')
{

if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \n !!Batting charge max!!..." );

aimBat(180,50,26);
}
else if(Comm.command==',')
{

if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \n !!Batting charge medium!!..." );

aimBat(140,50,26);
}
else if(Comm.command=='.')
{

if (State.verbose)
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \n !!Batting charge low!!..." );

aimBat(110,50,26);
}
else if(Comm.command=='H')
{
exampleCricketRun();
}
else if(Comm.command=='G')
{
basic_aim_strike();

}
else if(Comm.command=='5')
{

Game.WDA++;
if(Game.WDA>3)
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Game.WDA=-3;
if (State.verbose)
{ putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \n Wanted Deflection Angle:" );

w8();
putsUSART(itoa(Game.WDA,G.outstr));
w8();

}
}
else if(Comm.command=='+')

{
doCloseUSART();
doOpenUSART_noInt();
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
" \n Relative movement commanded: Provide Left" );
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
LeftWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt=atoi(G.instr);
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)" \n Provide Right" );
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
RightWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt=atoi(G.instr);
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)" \n Provide Left speed"
);
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
LeftMotor.wantedspeed=atoi(G.instr);
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)" \n Provide Right speed"
);
getsUSART(G.instr,3);
RightMotor.wantedspeed=atoi(G.instr);
doRestartUSART();
moveRelative(LeftWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt,RightWheelSensor.
rel_stop_cnt,LeftMotor.wantedspeed,RightMotor.wantedspeed);

}
else if(Comm.command=='B')

{
calibrateRangeSensors();

}
else if(Comm.command=='p')

{
simplePlay();
putcUSART('o');
w8();
putcUSART('k');
wait1msx(4000);

}
else

{;}
Comm.oldcommand=Comm.command;
Comm.command='@'; // Command have been executed
State.CommandActive=0;

}
void toggleLoopDiod(void){

if (State.toggle_diod_var)
{

PORTDbits.RD2 = 1;
State.toggle_diod_var=0;

}
else
{

PORTDbits.RD2 = 0;
State.toggle_diod_var=1;

}
}
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void printHelp(void){
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n\n\n\n*********************** HELP MENU************************* \n\
\t ***Movement*** \n\
w  forward\t s  stop move\t x  backward\n\
a  left turn\t d  right turn\t q  twist left\n\
e  twist right\t  +  relative movement \
\n\n\t***Sensors*** \n\
1  Wheel Sensors on/off\t 2  Range sensors on/off\t 3  Proximity on/off\
\n\t***Servo*** \n\
4  ServoArm on/off\t  \n\
u  servo_min\t i  servo_middle\t o  servo_max\n\
j  servoMove-4\t k  servoMove+4\t N  SetServoRestLocation
\n\t***System*** \n\
v  verbose on/off\t  V  sensor input on/off\n\
P  print variables\t C  clear temporary variables\n\
R  RESET\
\n\n\t***Higher functions*** \n\
5  Set Deflection Angle -3 to 3\n\
B  calibrate range sensors\t\t\
 *  Initial Motor Calibration\n\
G  simple game mode (Sense n strike)\t\
 H  Example run\n\
p  Simple play (until Resetted)");

}
void printSensorValues(void)
{
int a1,a2,b1,b2,b3,b4,b5,b6,b7,c1,c2,d1;

INTCONbits.GIEH = 0; // Have to acquire variables without interupts
interupting printouts
a1=LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
a2=RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
b1=Reg.L1-Reg.L0;
b2=Reg.R1-Reg.R0;
b3=Reg.fracDiffSensors2Speed;
b4=Reg.fracLeftSpeed;
b5=Reg.fracRightSpeed;
b6=Reg.Lspeed;
b7=Reg.Rspeed;
c1=Sensor1.value0;
c2=Sensor2.value0,
d1=Proximity.result;
INTCONbits.GIEH = 1;

if(State.verbose2 && (State.WheelActive || State.RangeActive ||
State.ProximityActive || State.RegulatorActive)){

putcUSART('\n');
if(State.WheelActive)
{

w8();
ltoa(a1,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);
w8();
putcUSART('|');
ltoa(a2,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);
w8();

}
if(State.RegulatorActive){
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w8();
putcUSART('\t');

w8();
ltoa(b1,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);

w8();
putcUSART(',');

w8();
ltoa(b2,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);

w8();
putcUSART('\t');

w8();
ltoa(b3,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);

w8();
putcUSART('\t');

w8();
ltoa(b4,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);

w8();
putcUSART(';');

w8();
ltoa(b5,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);

w8();
putcUSART('\t');

w8();
ltoa(b6,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);

w8();
putcUSART(';');
w8();
ltoa(b7,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);
w8();

}
if(State.RangeActive){

putcUSART('\t');
w8();
ltoa(c1,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);
w8();
putcUSART(':');
ltoa(c2,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);
w8();

}
if(State.ProximityActive){

putcUSART('\t');
w8();
ltoa(d1,G.outstr);
putsUSART(G.outstr);
w8();

}

}
else
{

;
}

}
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void doStartMotor(void){
OpenTimer2( TIMER_INT_OFF & T2_PS_1_1 & T2_POST_1_1 );
OpenPWM2(PRE_PWM_MOTOR);
OpenPWM1(PRE_PWM_MOTOR); // Should be a period of 0.1 milliseconds
SetDCPWM1(LeftMotor.speed);
SetDCPWM2(RightMotor.speed);

}
void doStopMotor(void){

CloseTimer2();
ClosePWM2();
ClosePWM1();

}
void doRestartMotor(void){

doStopMotor();
doStartMotor();

}
//------------------------------------------Lesser Motor 
Functions------------------------------------------
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------

void forwardLeftMotor(void)
{

State.LeftMotorOn=1;
State.LeftMotorFwd=1;
LeftMotor.speed=compensate(LeftMotor.lowForward,LeftMotor.highForward,
LeftMotor.wantedspeed);
SetDCPWM1(LeftMotor.speed);
PORTBbits.RB2 = 1;
PORTBbits.RB3 = 0;

}
void forwardRightMotor(void)
{

State.RightMotorOn=1;
State.RightMotorFwd=1;
RightMotor.speed=compensate(RightMotor.lowForward,RightMotor.
highForward,RightMotor.wantedspeed);
SetDCPWM2(RightMotor.speed);
PORTBbits.RB0 = 1;
PORTBbits.RB1 = 0;

}
void reverseLeftMotor(void)
{

State.LeftMotorOn=1;
State.LeftMotorFwd=0;
LeftMotor.speed=
compensate(LeftMotor.lowBackward,LeftMotor.highBackward,LeftMotor.
wantedspeed);
SetDCPWM1(LeftMotor.speed);
PORTBbits.RB2 = 0;
PORTBbits.RB3 = 1;

}
void reverseRightMotor(void)
{

State.RightMotorOn=1;
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State.RightMotorFwd=0;
RightMotor.speed=compensate(RightMotor.lowBackward,RightMotor.
highBackward,RightMotor.wantedspeed);
SetDCPWM2(RightMotor.speed);
PORTBbits.RB0 = 0;
PORTBbits.RB1 = 1;

}
void stopLeftMotor(void)
{

State.LeftMotorOn=0;
SetDCPWM1(1);
PORTBbits.RB2 = 0;
PORTBbits.RB3 = 0;

}
void stopRightMotor(void)
{

State.RightMotorOn=0;
SetDCPWM2(1);
PORTBbits.RB0 = 0;
PORTBbits.RB1 = 0;

}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------

//------------------------------------------Moderate Motor 
Functions------------------------------------------
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
int compensate(int low, int high, int x)
{

int y;
y=(x-low)*(high-low)/(HIGH_POW-LOW_POW)+low;
return y;

}

void regulate(void) // Uncalculated PI-regulator
{

Reg.L0=Reg.L1;
Reg.R0=Reg.R1;
Reg.L1=LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
Reg.R1=RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
if(Reg.L0<3 || Reg.R0<3)
return;
if(State.LeftMotorOn&&State.LeftMotorFwd&&State.RightMotorOn&&State.
RightMotorFwd) // Forward movement
{

if (Reg.L1>Reg.R1)
Reg.Lspeed=LeftMotor.speed--;
Reg.Lspeed=LeftMotor.speed-5*(Reg.L1-Reg.R1);
if (Reg.R1>Reg.L1)
Reg.Lspeed=LeftMotor.speed++;
Reg.Lspeed=LeftMotor.speed+5*(Reg.R1-Reg.L1);
if(Reg.Lspeed>1000)
{
Reg.Rspeed=RightMotor.wantedspeed-(Reg.Lspeed-1000);
SetDCPWM2(Reg.Rspeed);
Reg.Lspeed=1000;
}
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SetDCPWM1(Reg.Lspeed);
}

}

void calForward(int left, int right)
{

State.LeftMotorOn=1;
State.LeftMotorFwd=1;
State.RightMotorOn=1;
State.RightMotorFwd=1;
SetDCPWM1(left);
SetDCPWM2(right);
PORTBbits.RB0 = 1;
PORTBbits.RB1 = 0;
PORTBbits.RB2 = 1;
PORTBbits.RB3 = 0;

}
void calBackward(int left, int right)
{

State.LeftMotorOn=1;
State.LeftMotorFwd=0;
State.RightMotorOn=1;
State.RightMotorFwd=0;
SetDCPWM1(left);
SetDCPWM2(right);
PORTBbits.RB0 = 0;
PORTBbits.RB1 = 1;
PORTBbits.RB2 = 0;
PORTBbits.RB3 = 1;

}
void goForward(void)
{

forwardLeftMotor();
forwardRightMotor();

}
void goBackward(void)
{

reverseLeftMotor();
reverseRightMotor();

}
void bowLeft(void)
{

forwardLeftMotor();
stopRightMotor();

}
void bowRight(void)
{

reverseLeftMotor();
stopRightMotor();

}
void turnSoftRight(void)
{

stopRightMotor();
forwardLeftMotor();

}
void turnHardRight(void)
{

reverseRightMotor();
forwardLeftMotor();
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}
void turnSoftLeft(void)
{

stopLeftMotor();
forwardRightMotor();

}
void turnHardLeft(void)
{

reverseLeftMotor();
forwardRightMotor();

}
void hardStop(void)
{

stopLeftMotor();
stopRightMotor();

}

//------------------------------------------Greater Motor 
Functions------------------------------------------

void doCalculateMaxSpeed(void)
{

int x;
int y;

putrsUSART((const far rom char *)"\nFinding each motor top speed
in\n");

doStartWheelSensors();
clearPositionSensors();
calForward(HIGH_POW,HIGH_POW);
wait1msx(2000);
hardStop();
LeftMotor.maxSpeedForward=
(1000*LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt/32*WHEEL_CF)/2000;
RightMotor.maxSpeedForward=(1000*RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt/32*
WHEEL_CF)/2000;
clearPositionSensors();
wait1msx(300);
calBackward(HIGH_POW,HIGH_POW);
wait1msx(2000);
hardStop();
LeftMotor.maxSpeedBackward=(1000*-LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt/32*
WHEEL_CF)/2000;
RightMotor.maxSpeedBackward=(1000*-RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt/32*
WHEEL_CF)/2000;
clearPositionSensors();
doStopWheelSensors();
printVar();

}
void doCalibrateMotor(void)
{

unsigned char k;
int Left [4];
int Right [4];

// Starting Interupt routing generating sensor poll every nth
millisecond

putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\nCalibrating gearbox, one moment... \n");
doStartWheelSensors();
calForward(LeftMotor.lowForward,RightMotor.lowForward);
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wait1msx(2000);
Left[0]=LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
Right[0]=RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
hardStop();
clearPositionSensors();
wait1msx(300);
calBackward(LeftMotor.lowBackward,RightMotor.lowBackward);
wait1msx(2000);
Left[1]=LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
Right[1]=RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
hardStop();
clearPositionSensors();
wait1msx(300);
calForward(LeftMotor.highForward,RightMotor.highForward);
wait1msx(1000);
Left[2]=2*LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
Right[2]=2*RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
hardStop();
clearPositionSensors();
wait1msx(300);
calBackward(LeftMotor.highBackward,RightMotor.highBackward);
wait1msx(1000);
Left[3]=2*LeftWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
Right[3]=2*RightWheelSensor.rel_cnt;
hardStop();
clearPositionSensors();
wait1msx(300);
putcUSART(':');
clearPositionSensors();;
// Recalibration
putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\n Calibration complete, here are the results: ");
w8();

putrsUSART((const far rom char *)
"\nPosition vector [left-right][lowF lowB highF highB] ");
w8();

putsUSART(ltoa(Left[0],G.outstr));
w8();

putcUSART(':');
w8();

putsUSART(ltoa(Right[0],G.outstr));
w8();

putcUSART(' ');
w8();

putsUSART(ltoa(Left[1],G.outstr));
w8();

putcUSART(':');
w8();

putsUSART(ltoa(Right[1],G.outstr));
w8();

putcUSART(' ');
w8();

putsUSART(ltoa(Left[2],G.outstr));
w8();

putcUSART(':');
w8();

putsUSART(ltoa(Right[2],G.outstr));
w8();

putcUSART(' ');
w8();

putsUSART(ltoa(Left[3],G.outstr));
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w8();
putcUSART(':');

w8();
putsUSART(ltoa(Right[3],G.outstr));

w8();
putcUSART(' ');

w8();
LeftMotor.lowForward +=
(LeftMotor.highForward-LeftMotor.lowForward) * (100*(Right[0]-Left[
0])/Right[0] )/100;
LeftMotor.lowBackward += (LeftMotor.highBackward-LeftMotor.
lowBackward) * (100*(Right[1]-Left[1])/Right[1] )/100;
RightMotor.highForward -= (RightMotor.highForward-RightMotor.
lowForward) * (100*(Right[2]-Left[2])/Right[2] )/100;
RightMotor.highBackward -= (RightMotor.highBackward-RightMotor.
lowBackward) * (100*(Right[3]-Left[3])/Right[3] )/100;

w8();
putcUSART('\n');

w8();
printVar();
}

void moveRelative(int left,int right, int leftspeed,int rightspeed)
{

if(!State.WheelActive)
doStartWheelSensors();
clearPositionSensors();
LeftWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt=left;
RightWheelSensor.rel_stop_cnt=right;
hardStop();
if(left<0)
{

LeftMotor.wantedspeed=leftspeed;
reverseLeftMotor();

}
if(left>0)
{

LeftMotor.wantedspeed=leftspeed;
forwardLeftMotor();

}
if(right<0)
{

RightMotor.wantedspeed=rightspeed;
reverseRightMotor();

}
if(right>0)
{

RightMotor.wantedspeed=rightspeed;
forwardRightMotor();

}
State.MovingRelative=1;

}
void check_moveRelative(void)
{
if(State.MovingRelative){

if(LeftWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt)
{

stopLeftMotor();
LeftWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=0;

}
if(RightWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt)
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{
stopRightMotor();
RightWheelSensor.act_on_rel_cnt=0;

}
if(!State.LeftMotorOn && !State.RightMotorOn)
{

State.MovingRelative=0;
}

}

}
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------
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void doStartServo(void)
{

State.ServoActive=1;
OpenTimer3( TIMER_INT_ON &
T3_16BIT_RW &
T3_SOURCE_EXT &
T3_PS_1_2 &
T3_OSC1EN_OFF &
T3_SYNC_EXT_OFF);

}
void doStopServo(void)
{

State.ServoActive=0;
PORTDbits.RD1=0;
CloseTimer3();

}
void doRestartServo(void)
{

doStopServo();
doStartServo();

}
void aimBat(unsigned char direction, unsigned char time, unsigned char
restDirection){

if(time==0)
{
State.ServoCounterActive=0;
restDirection=direction;
}
else
{
ServoBat.counter=time;
State.ServoCounterActive=1;
}
if(direction>PRE_SERVO1_MAX)

ServoBat.position=PRE_SERVO1_MAX;
else

ServoBat.position=direction;
if(restDirection>PRE_SERVO1_MAX)

ServoBat.position2=PRE_SERVO1_MAX;
else

ServoBat.position2=restDirection;
}
void checkServo(void)
{

if(State.ServoInterupt&&State.ServoActive&&(ServoBat.counter!=0 || !
State.ServoCounterActive))
{

State.ServoInterupt=0;
PORTDbits.RD1=1;
wait10micsecx(PRE_SERVO1_MIN);
wait10micsecx(ServoBat.position); //0-2 = leftmost 120=rightmost
PORTDbits.RD1=0;
doRestartServo();
if(State.ServoCounterActive)
ServoBat.counter--;

}
if(ServoBat.counter==0 && State.ServoCounterActive)
{

State.ServoInterupt=0;
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PORTDbits.RD1=1;
wait10micsecx(PRE_SERVO1_MIN);
wait10micsecx(ServoBat.position2); //0-2 = leftmost 120=rightmost
PORTDbits.RD1=0;
doRestartServo();

}
}
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